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Isidor Bajić Music School was founded on the initiative of Isidor Bajić in 1909. His idea of educating skilled staff and of educating music fans is current even today. It is proven by the fact that over 1000 pupils attend the school both in elementary
and secondary education. There are seven departments in school where pupils learn different disciplines of music art. They
also are able to play as soloists, in chamber ensembles and in orchestras. As the biggest music school in Vojvodina, Isidor
Bajić Music School received many awards and recognitions from all over the world. Pupils from The School continue their
education both within the country and abroad. Rich concert activities of the school’s pupils contribute significantly to the
cultural life of Novi Sad. In 2009, Isidor Bajić Music School celebrated its centenary.

WPTA
Over one hundred pianists and piano teachers take part in the World Piano Conference annually, contributing to the further
advancement of the standards of teaching and studying piano, addressing all aspects of art, pianism and piano pedagogy,
from beginner level to professional, and forming a strong bond between pianists and piano teachers from all over the world.
The program of the World Piano Conferences is realised through a variety of forms, including lectures, recitals, master
classes, and seminars, encompassing a diverse set of piano pedagogy related topics as well as those focused on the performance of piano literature masterpieces. World Piano Conferences are held annually in the organisation of World Piano
Teachers Association (WPTA) and Isidor Bajić Music School. The Eight World Piano Conference will be held in Novi Sad,
from 27 June to 3 July, 2016.
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Bohuslav Martinu
1890-1959

7th World Piano Conference
WPTA AWARDS

Martinu Remembered
125 years since the composer’s birth

“The artist is always searching for the meaning of life, his own and that of mankind, searching for truth. A
system of uncertainty has entered our daily life. The pressures of mechanization and uniformity to which it is
subject call for protest and the artist has only one means of expressing this, by music.”
“Music must be beautiful or it wouldn’t be worth the effort.”
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WPTA SIGNIFICANT AWARD
WPTA Lifetime Achivement Award

<

Vera Hofman-Momcilovic- (Serbia)
Vera Hofman-Momčilović belongs to that special group of tireless pedagogues and performers who continuously strive to improve their
craft while at the same time devoting themselves to the embetterment of the wider community through their activity as performers, teachers
and organizers.Vera Hofman-Momčilović graduated Piano in 1977 at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade under Professor Mirjana Vukdragović.
Upon the completion of her piano studies, she started intensively studying harpsichord, first through master classes led by Olivera Djurdjević
and Lussy Halman Russel, and, upon the opening of the Harpsichord program at the at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade, she enrolled in undergraduate studies for Harpsichord under Professor Miloš Petrović. She acquired her bachelor’s degree in 1997, and continued on to her master’s
degree in Harpsichord in the same studio. She further advanced her formal pedagogical education through completion of a special one-year
Piano Pedagogy Program at the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad (1992), where her thesis addressed the teaching of piano to young beginners.
Her mentors on this project included some of the most notable piano pedagogues who have worked in the region: Arbo Valdma, Miroslava Lili
Petrović, and Dušan Trbojević. Her natural proclivity for embracing the most current methods and advancements in her field led her in 2007 to
become a certified ABRSM instructor. As a pianist and harpsichordist, she has given a number of premier performances of pieces written by
contemporary Yugoslavian composers such as Viktor Ekimovski, Slavko Šuklar, Jasmina Mitrušić, Stevan Divjaković, Zoran Mulić, and Zoran
Jovanović. Her performance of standard harpsichord repertoire has also received high critical acclaim:
Theater, December 1986, Marija Adamov: “… with a true gift for the polyphonic listening of various parts, [Vera Hofman-Momcilovic] has
assured us that she understands and feels polyphony, logically building the form through the musical shaping of every part of the complex
polyphonic tissue…”
The Voice of Slavonija, January 1988, Ljubomir Stanojević: “…I cannot tell why, but on that foggy night, as I was returning home to my Slavonija and Drava, I kept carrying the sounds of Vera Hofman-Momčilović’s marvelous interpretation of Henry Purcell with me for a long time…”
She has also performed with the Symphonic and Chamber Orchestras of the Vojvodina Music Center, the Vojvodina Symphony Chamber
Orchestra, Camerata Academica Orchestra, the Isidor Bajić Chamber Orchestra, and the Serbian National Theatre Symphonic Orchestra,
as well as collaborated with soloists such as Ištvan Varga, David Nikola, Timea Kalmar, Radmila Rakin-Martinović, Florijan Balaž, and Sonja
Antunić, among others. As a member of various chamber and orchestral ensembles, she has performed across the former Yugoslavia, in
Hungary, and Bulgaria, taking part in some of the most prestigious local festivals, such as NOMUS (Novi Sad Music Festivities), and Sterijino
pozorje. She has made recordings for Radio Novi Sad, Radio Belgrade, and Radio Kopar (Slovenia).
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She has spent her entire professional life as a piano pedagogue teaching at Isidor Bajić Music School, where she worked for almost
40 years, serving as the Chair of the Piano Department for twenty of these (1984-1988; 1998-2014). Together with Principal Radmila RakinMartinović, and long-time co-chair of the Piano Department Milena Apić, Vera Hofman-Momčilović has played a crucial role in expanding the
department to its current position, and contributed significantly in shaping its identity, one known well outside the borders of the country and
region: a department governed by the highest professional principals, regarded with respect and looked up to throughout the region. Her
pupils alone have won close to 200 prizes, earning the highest awards and recognitions at all national and international piano competitions
in the country, including Memorial Isidor Bajić Piano Competition and Konjović International Piano Competition, as well as top prizes at piano
competitions in Italy, France, Germany, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Croatia.
Vera Hofman-Momčilović has devoted her life to creating conditions for the advancement of piano playing and teaching not only within
Isidor Bajić Music School, but across Vojvodina and Serbia through her activity related to various professional organizations.
She is a co-founder of Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial Competition, and EPTA Vojvodina, the Co-Head
of the Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial Competition, Executive Director and a lecturer of the YALE
SMN Master Classes. She has also served as President of the Serbian Music Schools
Association/Piano Section, President of the Vojvodina Music Schools Association/Piano
Section, as a member of the EPTA-Serbia Presidium, and as a member of the Serbian
Piano Teachers Commission for the National Music Schools’ Syllabus creation. She
has been engaged as a jury member by numerous competitions in the country
and abroad, has served as a consultant for the creation of various competitions’
requirements and regulations, and has taught master classes throughout music
schools in Vojvodina.
During her almost four-decades long career as a piano teacher, Vera HofmanMomčilović has received numerous awards for her work, including the most
prestigious recognitions from all of the most significant professional associations,
the most noteworthy being EPTA Recognition for the Exceptional Contribution
to the Piano Art (2001), Association of the Music and Ballet Schools of Serbia
Special Award for Artistic and Pedagogical Achievement (2008), Association of
the Music and Ballet Pedagogues of Serbia Recognition for Special Contribution
(2014), as well as the City of Novi Sad Recognition for Achievement in the Field of
Music (2003, 2005, 2006), and the Executive Council of Vojvodina Recognition for
Achievement in the Field of Music and Pedagogy (2006).
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WPTA YOUNG SERBIAN PIANIST ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

Pavle Krstic- (Serbia)
Pavle Krstić was born in 1998. He is studying with a famous pianist and pedagogue Prof. Pavel Gililov at Mozarteum University of Salzburg since 2013. Also he is a fourth year student of Isidor Bajić Music High School in Novi Sad (Serbia). He started to
play the piano at the age of 6 with Ivana Branovački (2004-2007) and further on with Milena Apić (2007-2013).
He has performed as a soloist at the important events at The Cultural Centre of Belgrade, Kolarac Foundation (Belgrade),
Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts Gallery, Novi Sad Town Hall, Government Building (Novi Sad), “Lisinski” Hall in Zagreb
(Croatia), Rachmaninoff Hall of Moscow Conservatory. As a soloist with orchestra, he has performed at the openings of the World
Piano Conferences in 2009 and 2011 at Novi Sad Synagogue. He represented Serbia at the music festival Balkan in Tivat (Montenegro) in 2010. He also played at the Ehrbar Hall at the “Vienna Young Pianists” festival in 2012, at “Astana Piano Passion” festival
(Kazakhstan) in 2014, at "International Mendelssohn Academy” in Leipzig 2014.
Pavle gave a few piano recitals. The first was on his twelfth birthday.
He has attended numerous master classes with recognized pianists and professors: Pavel Gililov, Christoph Declara, Christiane Karajeva, Arbo Valdma, Tatiana Zelikman, Rita Kinka, Dorian Leljak, Natalia Troull, Masahi Katayama, Susanna Spaemann,
Anton Voigt etc.
Pavle has won more than 20 prizes on national and international piano competitions, the most important of them are: I prizes
on the Republic of Serbia Competitions of Schools of Music and Ballet (2007, 2009, 2011 - Laureate Title as a unique competitor
of all piano categories with maximal score of 100 points), I prizes on the International Piano Competitions in Šabac (2007, 2009,
2013), I prize on the International Piano Competition Zlatko Grgošević in Zagreb, Croatia (2008), III prize at the International Piano
Competition Virtuosi per musica di pianoforte in Usti nad Labem, Czech Republic (2009), I prize on the International Piano Competition Petar Konjovic in Belgrade (2010).
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I prize on the 7th International Piano Competition for Young Pianist of EPTA Croatia in Osijek, Croatia (2011). He was also
laureat of the Festival of Young Musicians in Sremski Karlovci (2011), won Laureat Title of all piano categories at the “Dusan Protic
memorial” in Belgrade (2012), III prize on the “Concours international de piano Lagny-sur-Marne”, France (2013). He was awarded
the “Diplomant of festival” title at 4th Neuhaus festival in Moscow (2013), silver “Matryoshka” at the 2nd Bolshoi festival of Russian
music (competing with all solo instruments and ensembles) in Mecavnik (2014) and III prize on the International piano competition
"Chopin Golden Ring", Slovenia (2104).
He was the winner of the award for the most successful talented students that was given by the Government of the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and he has been awarded for the achieved results by “Fund for young talents of Republic of Serbia”.
He was the winner of the Junior Academy Eppan 2015.
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WPTA PATRON OF MUSICAL ARTS

An Interview with Justin Kitson

By Mila Stojadinović
Your occupation is both law and music and what people say about you is that you are an artist in your line of work. How would
you describe yourself? Who is Justin Kitson?
I am a barrister based at Selborne Chambers in London, having qualified to appear in the higher courts of England and Wales in
2001. I specialise in real estate, commercial and music copyright and contract litigation. I particularly enjoy the music cases I do,
and have recently been involved in disputes involving some of the most famous pop songs from the 60s, 70s and 80s. My music
clients are often marvelously eccentric, and are truly a joy to work for. These cases also give me opportunities to cross-examine
leading music experts in the courtroom – the perfect combination of legal work and a love of music!
As for music, I study piano privately with Professor Ian Jones, have an association with the music department at King’s College
London, am involved in a number of music charities and support young pianists as best as I am able to.
I am honoured to be on the Board of Trustees of the Harrogate International Festival. The summer music festival is one of the
very best classical music festivals in the UK that attracts great musicians. In the past, these have included the likes of Daniel
Barenboim, Jacqueline Du Pre, Nicola Benedetti, Radu Lupu, Murray Perahia, and Noriko Ogawa (together with many world renowned international guest orchestras). We are particularly proud of a terrific young performers programme (Martin Bartlett, who
performed at the WPC in 2013, is appearing at the festival this year), and the tireless work that is done with schools throughout
the year to encourage young people from all walks of life to experience the joy of literature and music.
How long have you been playing piano? Where did your passion for music come from?
I started learning the piano when I was 14 years old and I passed the Grade 8 ABRSM examination at the age of 17. While studying
Mediaeval History at university, I won a piano scholarship and had the privilege of receiving lessons with Murray McLachlan (now
Head of Keyboard at Chethams Music School in Manchester). After an 11 year hiatus from playing, I attended Chethams’ piano
summer school in 2008, and this reignited a passion for playing piano.
I have always loved classical music, and have distant memories of being a very young lad listening to LPs of Dvorak symphonies
16

that I found at home. Why my parents would have had them, I have no idea! However,
a true passion for classical music was ignited principally through a love of opera; I
went on a school trip to see a Mozart opera when I was 17 years old and have since
travelled the World to see opera. In my twenties, I developed a passion for 19th and
20th century symphonic music, and in my mid thirties, the late string quartets of
Beethoven. I’m glad I did not discover the latter until much later in life. The wonderful
thing about music is that new passions are always coming along.
In the ancient times Plato recognized a strong relationship between music, state and
law. Do you think he was right?
Anybody watching the extraordinary television footage of the collapse of the Berlin
Wall in 1989, Mstislav Rostropovich performing the Bach Cello Suites from the crumbling structure and Leonard Bernstein conducting Beethoven’s 9th Symphony with
an orchestra drawn from East Germany, West Germany, the former Soviet Union, the
UK and the USA, could not deny the intrinsic link between music, state and politics.
I believe wholeheartedly that music can be an agent for political change, as much as
it can reflect that political change. I also see classical music has having a particularly
important role to play in encouraging social mobility.
Considering the fact that you have a very responsible job and a busy schedule, how
do you manage to find enough time to devote to music - to give lectures, to perform
or attend concerts?
I compromise. I know that my work as a barrister and charitable commitments mean
that I will never achieve what I would love to achieve at a piano, or attend as many
concerts, or be involved in as many musical good causes, as I would like. Music is
actually very important in ensuring that my work does not become all-encompassing; it can offer me perspective when things become a little too stressful at work.
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What have you found the most challenging in mastering music? How did you succeed in it?
The biggest challenge is having to acknowledge that (1) I will never be able to master music, and (2) I have to live with that reality.
As for how I did “succeed”, I don’t accept the assumption at all! My piano playing is pretty mediocre!
What do you think is the biggest challenge that young artists face today?
The biggest challenge for young artists is to recognize how precarious the future of classical music, and its universal enjoyment,
really is. Young musicians must find ways in which to take their art forward, without compromising artistic standards. A difficult
ask, I acknowledge. But we should hold true to what Beethoven wrote to his friend, the Archduke Ruldoph, in July 1819:
“The aim in the world of art, as indeed in the whole creation, freedom and progress are the main objectives.”
It might sound more than a little pretentious, but I believe that this can only be achieved if we empower performers in their own
right, rather than to regard them as custodians of how it is generally perceived a composer intended his or her music to sound.
Young artists have to empower themselves, and those who teach, support or fund music, must be respectful of that.
Does music education have enough support from the state in your country? What can we do to properly nurture art?
No. And I think that problem in the UK (and I am sure just about everywhere else) is that our education systems seem to value just
one type of intelligence –intellect that can be objectively judged through state proscribed examinations. The most important step
that we need to take is to ensure that Government and schools do not persist with the devaluation of art in our education systems,
and make them recognize artist intelligence, which is more difficult to judge. It is as valuable as any other form of intelligence for
successful societies. We can start by ensuring that all school children have the opportunity to learn a musical instrument for free,
and the state funds them to attend at least one concert or opera a year during their secondary school years.

when a young pianist’s fresh and exciting interpretation of a Schubert sonata led to her being knocked out of the competition.
Afterwards, and when consoling her, a juror told the young pianist that if she listened to his CD of the sonata, she would have a
better sense of how it was meant to be played!
There are obvious differences between the skills and talents of the “competitor” and the “performer”. Young musicians must be
given opportunities to prove themselves as performers. We must acknowledge that those who have the power to ignite an audience in a large concert hall or small church, may not necessarily be the same musicians who can impress a jury.
As a supporter and patron of music and art, what would your advice for all the artists at the WPC be?
Think creatively about where you might want to study to further your career, and remember that it is a reality of today’s arts world
that pianists need to interact at the highest level not just with their piano, but with promoters, sponsors and audiences.
Please do forgive me if I also suggest that learning English as soon as possible (if you don’t speak the language already) is important. Doing so may open up incredible opportunities to study piano in different parts of the World because strong skills in written
and spoken English are often non-negotiable requirements for many English-speaking conservatoires. How awful would it be to
be turned down for an opportunity to study with a great professor, not because of your talents at the piano, but because of a
deficiency in English! The language can also open up playing and funding opportunities throughout the World.
What do you think is the key to success?
Be both a hard worker and a realist. If combined, these attributes should determine both your potential to succeed, and the correct arena in which your success can fairly be judged. I knew from a young age that, no matter how hard I worked, it would be
almost impossible for me to find professional success as a musician; I have found a different arena in which to search for success
(and am still looking).

One of the main goals for every young pianist is to perform, as the mission of WPTA states: "Putting pianists where they belong –
on the stage!" What is it that motivates you the most to support young talents in fulfilling their dreams?
I don’t deny the importance of competitions for young pianists. But I have marked reservations about the way in which success at
competitive piano events now seem to be the only access to the concert platform for young musicians. And yet, student pianists
are being judged not by their power to move and inspire the lay audiences of the future, but rather by eminent juries, some of
whom studied and performed music more than 40 years ago! I was told just two weeks ago about an appalling incident on a jury
18
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“He is an extremely bright junior”
[and] “works very, very hard and
is very accessible.”

(Chambers and Par tners 2015)

“He is knowledgeable, responsive
and a good team player. He is so
good with the detail – he works
prodigiously hard and works so
well with our team.”

(Chambers and Par tners, 2014)

“Justin Kitson is a ‘brave and
tough’ advocate who is ‘great on
cross-examination.’ According
to one respected QC he ‘does the
research and gets the right points’
and allied to this, ‘he manages to
make things fun'”

(Chambers and Par tners, 2013)

“Justin Kitson
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WPTA BUSINESS PARTNER
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7th World Piano Conference
MEMORIES

In Memoriam

Lidija Gvozdanovic- (Serbia)

(July 4th, 1933 - February 15th, 2015)
Music is incapable to express anything but itself. - Igor Stravinsky
When we deal with music and live our life with and through music, we believe that we show our best. In that kind of memory,
we keep a pianist and musician, professor and dear colleague
- Lidija Gvozdanović. Everyone keep reminiscence on her with
respect and esteem: her pupils and students with whom she
shared her knowledge unselfishly, instrumentalists with whom
she cooperated and upgraded her knowledge, and fellow musicians of all kinds with whom she shared her pedagogical life
with intensity, devotion and professionalism.
She was born in Split, on July 4th 1933, in Stubanj family. In
her hometown, she made her first music steps and finished
elementary and secondary music school “Josip Hatze”. She
graduated piano on Music Academy in Zagreb.
Her professional career, she started in Novi Sad, at piano department in “Isidor Bajić” Music School, and later on in Academy of Arts in Novi Sad as a piano collaborator and professor
of piano practicum. Numerous concerts and lectures, which
seemed as constant motivation and education to young musicians, especially pianists, live reminiscence on her modesty,
calm walk through hallways, tiny anatomy, exceptional energy
and intensive commitment, inspired us to create and artistic
reminder on
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Sunday, June 28th 2015, Isidor Bajić Music School, 13:15 am

STUDENTS OF PROFESSOR LIDIJA GVOZDANOVIĆ (SERBIA)
Professor Lidija Gvozdanović: In Memoriam
J. Brahms
6 Klavierstücke, Op. 118
			
No. 5 Romance
				
Tea Stojšić, piano
				
Class of Tatjana Vukmanović
C. Franck
Sonate in A Major
			
Allegretto ben moderato
				
Vladimir Pavlović, violoncello
				
Ivana Karajkov, piano
I. Bajić
Na izvoru
			
Anastasija Nedeljković, piano
				
Class of Tanja Guberina
G. Puccini
Morire
				
Senka Nedeljković, soprano
				
Vesna Milikić, piano
I. Vojnović
Ars Suite I
			
Coral
				
Ensemble Ars Opera		
F. Poulenc
Sonate for Clarinet and Piano
			
Romanza
				
Bogdan Bikicki, clarinet
				
Nataša Srdić Jahn, piano
A. Dujin
Improvisation
				
Aleksandar Dujin, piano

I remember her since earliest childhood... Red-haired, young, very attractive professor came to our kindergarten and children played piano
with her. I was eager to sometimes approach cute professor, whose
classes inspired my curiosity.
Several years later, I continued to see her on concerts in the music
school, where she played piano with pupils who played other instruments. Both she and my future professor Lidija Nikolić performed a lot
at that time and I saw and listened to them frequently. They were very
pretty while playing - one red-haired, the other blonde.
And I started the secondary music school. And the two of them were
saying to my mom: “Those like her devote themselves to music. She
will never abandon it.” And they were right. They often jointly listened
to me, scolded me but, at the same time, highly praised me with their
positive comments and applauses. My professor was a bit stricter,
while Lidija often winked at me with understanding. And I remember
her like that even later when we were colleagues and she
was head of piano department. I remember her kind
remarks, her excellent pupils, attending competitions together, her enormous enthusiasm and
her contribution in painting chairs for the
school club. She participated in actions,
lectures and fun with equal enthusiasm...
She even overcame illness and she came
back as jokester, enthusiast and great colleague. She transferred from the music
school to the Academy of Arts, where she
taught numerous successful musicians, out
of which many are still among us.
Vera Hofman Momčilović,
piano professor

"You have small and not very flexible hands", she told me when we first
met. "I will take her in my class" she added to Mira Petrov, my teacher
at the time, who retired. She was sophisticated, modest, not intrusive
and reserved. She had filigree anatomy and she made small steps.
She had big, seemingly cold eyes, in which you could see the whole
universe, only if you looked longer. That's how my professor Lidija was
like. We started our "friendship" in the fifth grade of elementary music
school "Isidor Bajić" and it lasted through my secondary school and
musicology studies at the Novi Sad Academy of Arts. It lasted from the
time I was an unbearable teenager, not interested in any kind of commitments, until I grew into a young girl. In the first years, I frequently
missed classes, with excuses that sound to me very convincing. But,
then as always, Lidija had a sense for all my crisis and wanderings
and she was steady and persistent and she never let me abandon
studies. She knew my nature and my soul, same as with all her pupils
and students. She knew when to loosen up and when to scold, in her
own way, without high tone, and needless words, but in such way that
I was always ready for my next class. Sometimes I feel the we mostly
communicated without words, and the music itself taught us that. I remember how we enjoyed in practicing music compositions. "You are
one of the most musical but also most stubborn persons I know", she
used to tell me. I think that was our space in which we could allow ourselves to be fragile and vulnerable and to freely express every emotion.
After I finished the secondary school, we had a long conversation
which was a turning point in my life. "I think you should study musicology. Try it. You will succeed." I took her advice. And she was right.
Our last encounter was at the Fish Market. "Ah, Mia, I am fine. I am a
grandma, mother, cook and I enjoy it.. And what about you? Come
on, let things happen. You are still stubborn. Listen to the music that
comes from inside." And I know she is right.
Mia Doroški, musicologist
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Béla Bartók
1881-1945

7th World Piano Conference
WPTA IPC
Bartók Remembered
70 years since the composer’s death

“Even if one succeeded in perfectly preserving with a perfect process a composer’s works according to his own
idea at a given moment, it would not be advisable to listen to these compositions perpetually like that. Because
it would cover the composition with boredom. Because it is conceivable that the composer himself would have
performed his compositions better or less well at some other time. . . ”
“Naturally a composer will be most influenced by the music he hears most of—the music of his home.”
“It is a well-known fact that our notation on music paper records more or less inadequately the idea of the
composer; hence the existence of contrivances with which one can record precisely every intention and idea of
the composer is indeed of great importance.”
28

WPTA IPC

WPTA IPC 2015 LAUREATES

The World Piano Teachers Association draws your attention to its International Piano Competition (WPTA IPC), a member of the
Alink-Argerich Foundation. It is a competition with a real difference; our mission is “Putting pianists where they belong - on the
stage!” Laureates will be featured as soloists at the annual World Piano Conference (WPC) in Novi Sad, Serbia. The auditioning
process is unique as competitors can send us their recordings as web-posted links or audio-visual files. Alternatively a live audition by a WPTA-appointed judge can be arranged in many places around the world. In this way competitors avoid the expense
normally associated with travelling to international piano competitions (airfares, accommodation etc). It also eliminates the stress
of the live competing atmosphere, enabling pianists to select their best performances for us to hear. Laureates will have all their
costs covered. In addition to their concert platform they will benefit from free masterclasses with world-class musicians and have
access to all events in the World Piano Conference. The WPC provides the perfect opportunity to network and make contacts
with pianists of influence from all over the world. WPTA IPC functions on a continuing revolving basis, with the following dates
recurring annually:

Many congratulations to our wonderful WPTA IPC 2015 participants and laureates!

April 30: Applications deadline

PERFORMANCE
Gergely Kovács (Hungary)
Elena Tarasova (Russia)

COMPOSITION –Special Mention
Giulio Andreetta (Italy)

WPTA IPC 2015 FINALS JURY
PERFORMANCE

COMPOSITION

May 15: Laureates announced
June 27 - July 3: Award packages realised during the WPC

Dmitri Alexeev (Russia)

Alexander Johnson (South Africa)

Peter Jablonski (Sweden)

Aleksandra Vrebalov (USA)

The WPTA IPC Rules and Application Form and complete details are available online at www.wpta.info/ipc.htm.

Ian Jones (UK)

We strongly encourage you to apply for this exciting event which can enhance your career in so many ways!

Dorian Leljak (Croatia)
Ninoslav Živković (Serbia)

ADVISING MEMBERS
Ian Jones (UK)
Dorian Leljak (Croatia)
Ninoslav Živković (Serbia)
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Sunday, June 28th 2015
Town Hall
8:00 pm

WPTA IPC 2015 LAUREATES
PIANO RECITAL

Elena Tarasova (Russia)

Elena Tarasova is a graduate of the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory, where
she studied under the guidance of professor, People’s Artist of Russian Federation Sergey L. Dorensky and professor, Honored Artist of Russian Federation Pavel T. Nersessian. Elena is a laureate of international piano competitions,
laureate of award “Golden Lyre. Famine face of the year. Aristocracy of talent
of Moscow”, participant of Moscow State Academic Philharmonic programs,
mover and art director of different youth musical projects, teacher of Moscow
Tchaikovsky Conservatory. Elena actively concretizes with solo and symphonic
programs in Moscow and other Russian cities and takes part in international
festival abroad as well (France, Italy, Austria, Germany, Czech Republic, Japan). Elena’s repertory includes different styles and directions. Elena’s performances have continually transmitted on “Orpheus” radio station, “Russian
World” Fund radio station, Radio France. A pompous concert life gave Elena
the opportunity to cooperate with many performers, such as laureates of international competitions Gayk Kazazian (violin) and Kirill Rodin (cello), an official
artist of the Steinway & Sons company Andrey Yaroshinskiy (piano), Leonard
Schreiber (violin; Belgium), Pavel Baransky (baritone), Iliya Gaysin (violin), Asya
Sorshneva (violin), String quartet Rusquartet and others. As a soloist Elena has
performed with Symphonic orchestra of Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory,
Tatarstan National Symphony Orchestra, chamber and symphonic orchestras
of Russian cities. Since 2010 Elena is a teacher of the Moscow Tchaikovsky
Conservatory. She participates in work at jury of competitions and festivals,
holds master classes in Russian cities and abroad (Japan, France, Bosnia and
Herzegovina). She is the concept creator and art director of several youth musical projects.
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Piano Recital
J. S. Bach / F. Busoni
F. Schubert / F. Liszt
P. Tchaikovsky
S. Rachmaninoff/A.Yurovsky
N. Medtner
F. Liszt

Chaconne from Violin Partita No. 2 in D Minor, BWV 1004
Valse-caprice No. 6 “Soirees de Vienne”
Dumka Op. 59
Vocalise, Op. 34, No. 14
Fairy-tale Op. 34 No. 2
Sonata in B Minor, S. 178

Sunday, June 28th 2015
Isidor Bajić Music School, 11:00 am

Piano Master Class

IAN JONES (UK)

Monday, June 29th 2015
Isidor Bajić Music School, 11:00 am

Piano Master Class

DAVID WESTFALL (USA)
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WPTA IPC 2015 LAUREATES

PIANO RECITAL

Wednesday, July 1st 2015
Town Hall
8:00 pm

Piano Recital

Gergely Kovács (Hungary)
Gergely Kovacs was born in 1995 in a small town of the South of Hungary called
Békéscsaba. He started to play the piano at the age of eight in the local music
school. It soon became his key activity and his life. At the age of nine he won a
few small local piano competitions and a year later played in the Hungarian National Radio. Three years later, when he was 12, after winning a significant national
piano competition he got admitted to the Special Class of Exceptional Young
Talents of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest. It was a milestone in his
life because his family moved to the capital to support the talented child’s studies at the prestigious Liszt Academy under Profs. Gábor Eckhardt and Gyöngyi
Keveházi. A few years later he took the challenge of international competitions,
having won the 3rd in Serbia (Novi Sad), the 5th in Weimar at the International
Franz Liszt Piano Competition for Youth followed by his first 1st prize at the Pietro
Argento Piano Competition in Gioia del Colle, Italy in 2013. He was the scolarship
winner of the International Holland Music Sessions and the Young Prague Festival
in Czech Republic. Since 2014 he is a regular BA student of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music under Profs. Gábor Eckhardt and György Nádor.
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L. van Beethoven
Sonata in C Major Op. 53
			
Allegro con brio
			
Introduzione. Adagio molto
			
Rondo. Allegretto Moderato – Prestissimo
R. Schumann
Sonata in G Minor, Op. 22
			
So rasch wie möglich
			Andantino
			
Scherzo. Sehr rasch und markiert
			
Rondo. Presto
——————————
F. Liszt
Spanish Rhapsody, S. 254
Wednesday, July 1st 2015
Isidor Bajić Music School, 11:00 am

Piano Master Class

WOJCIECH KOCYAN
(USA/POLAND)

Thursday, July 2nd 2015
Isidor Bajić Music School, 11:00 am

Piano Master Class

NEIL RUTMAN (USA)
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WPTA IPC 2015 LAUREATES

COMPOSITION –Special Mention

Giulio Andreetta (Italy)
Fantasia (per due pianoforti)
Giulio Andreetta graduated in piano at the Conservatory Cesare Pollini of
Padua, under the guidance of Franco Angeleri with a score of ten out of
ten and honorable mention. He graduated in musicology at the University of Padua with the highest honors. He graduated from two-year second level academic at the Conservatory Arrigo Pedrollo in Vicenza under
the guidance of maestro Riccardo Zadra with summa cum laude. He has
studied with internationally renowned pianists, including Alexander Madzar
and Wolfram Schmitt-Leonardy. He is also active in the field of composing
soundtracks for short films, documentaries and theater events. In 2013 he
composed the music for the short film La lezione del Maestro directed by
Diego D. Dimattia, competing in the prestigious film festival David di Donatello 2013 edition and the Venice Film Meeting, during the days of the Biennale Cinema 2013. He has performed as a soloist for internationally prestigious concert associations: Amici della Musica in Padua, SocietàVeneziana
dei Concerti, Amici della Musica in Ferrara, Serate Musicali in Milan, Teatro
Comunale in Vicenza, Association Italo-Tedesca in Venice within the music
festival ArtNight. He was awarded in several national and international piano
competitions, including the first prize at the International Competition Andrea Baldi in Bologna (2013). He was selected among the best talents of the
conservatories of Veneto to perform as a soloist at Sale Apollinee of Teatro
La Fenice in the concert season 2013/2014.
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Thursday, July 2nd 2015
Town Hall
6:30 pm

Piano Recital
F. Chopin
Nocturne in C Minor, Op. 48 No. 1
		
Scherzo No. 2 in B-Flat Minor, Op. 31
H. Villa-Lobos
Bachianas Brasileiras No. 4
			
Prelúdio (Introdução) - Lento
			
Coral (Canto do Sertão) - Largo
			
Ária (Cantiga) - Moderato
			
Dança (Miudinho) - Muito animado
G. Andreetta
Praeludium
		
Prestissimo
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Erik Satie
1866-1925

Satie Remembered
90 years since the composer’s death

“I have never written a note I didn’t mean.”
“When I was young, people used to say to me: Wait until you’re fifty, you’ll
see. I am fifty. I haven’t seen anything.”
“The musician is perhaps the most modest of animals, but he is also the
proudest. It is he who invented the sublime art of ruining poetry.”
“I often regret having come into this petty world; not that I hate
the world. No . . . I love the world, I love high society and even the
demimonde, since I’m a sort of demimondaine myself. But what have
I come to do on this Earth, which is so earthly and so earthy? Do I
have duties to perform here? have I come here to carry out a missiona
commission? Have I been sent here to amuse myself? to enjoy myself
a little? . . . to forget the miseries of a beyond, which I no longer
remember? Am I not unwelcome here? What should I say to all these
questions? Thinking, almost from the moment of my arrival, that I was
doing some good down here, I began to play a few musical airs which I
myself had invented. . . . All my troubles stemmed from there.”
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7th World Piano Conference
SCHEDULE
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27th JUNE, 2015 (SATURDAY)

28th JUNE, 2015 (SUNDAY)

ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL

ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL

11,00

DANIJELA KLIČKOVIĆ (SERBIA)

11,00

IAN JONES (UK)

12,00

IVAN ELEZOVIĆ (USA)

13,15

STUDENTS OF PROFESSOR LIDIJA GVOZDANOVIĆ (SERBIA)

12,45

Intermission

14,00

PAUL KRYSTOFIAK (USA)

14,15

DAVID GLEN HATCH (USA)

14,45

Intermission

15,45

LILIA SALSANO (ARGENTINA)

16,45

TOSHIKAZU MIZUNUMA (JAPAN)

16,30

TATJANA GUBERINA (SERBIA)

17,30

DAVID GLEN HATCH/AMMON PERRY BRATT (USA)

TOWN HALL

18,30

JUSTIN KITSON (UK)

18,30

VUK BOŽILOVIĆ (SERBIA)

19,30

Intermission

19,45

Intermission

A Century after Isidor Bajić´s (1915-2015): In Honor and Memory of the Founder
Lecture: Three–dimensional Sound Phenomenon In “Suspension” for Piano Solo by Ivan Elezović
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Professor Lidija Gvozdanović: In Memoriam
Piano Master Class

Piano Master Class

Piano Recital: Aguirre, Gershwin, Ginastera, Villoldo/Mendez, Discépolo/Mendez, Piazzola
Piano Recital: Class of Professor Tatjana Guberina

Young Concert Platform: Kawai Award 2015: Mozart, Chopin

THE SYNAGOGUE
20,00

Piano Master Class

GALA OPENING: INGMAR PIANO DUO - SLOBODANKA STEVIĆ/ALEKSANDAR GLIGIĆ(SERBIA)
Ingmar & Friends, Decade: Moodi, Rachmaninoff, Evazen, Rezić, Bjork/Nešić, Gershwin, Vrebalov

Piano Recital: Scarlatti, Brahms, Prokofiev
Piano Duo Recital: Mozart, Scriabin, Wagner/Moszkowski, Prokofiev, Rachmaninoff, Schubert
Piano Recital: Amateur Concert Podium: Beethoven, Brahms

TOWN HALL
20,00

SPECIAL EVENT: WPTA IPC LAUREATE RECITAL: ELENA TARASOVA (RUSSIA)
Piano Recital: Bach/Busoni, Schubert/Liszt, Tchaikovsky, Medtner, Liszt
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29th JUNE, 2015 (MONDAY)

30th JUNE, 2015 (TUESDAY)

ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL

ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL

11,00

DAVID WESTFALL (USA)

11,00

ANNA KIEFER (USA)

13,15

HEATHER O’DONNELL (USA/GERMANY)

11,45

ACHILLE GALLO (ITALY)

12,30

PAUL KRYSTOFIAK (USA)

13,15

Intermission

16,00

MARIA BOTELHO HUBLER (BRAZIL/USA)

16,45

JAMIE SMITH (UK)

17,30

AYSEGUL DURAKOGLU (USA/TURKEY)

18,15

WILLIAM LIPKE (USA)

19,00

OLEG POKHANOVSKI/JUDY KEHLER SIEBERT/MINNA ROSE CHUNG (CANADA)

TOWN HALL

19,45

Intermission

20,00

TOWN HALL

14,00

Piano Master Class

Lecture: Marsyas bound: Neurological Dysfunction and its Impact on Pianists, from a Pedagogical
Perspective. Rehabilitative Work at the Instrument with Affected Pianists.

ANDRIÁN PERTOUT (AUSTRALIA/CHILE)

Lecture: Defining Eclecticism in the New Millennium: Luz meridional, Twenty-four Études for Pianoforte,
no. 411 (2009-2012)

14,45

Intermission

16,30

FESTIVAL ISIDOR BAJIĆ (SERBIA)

17,30

NOÉMI CSŐKE (SERBIA)

18,15

KRISTI BAKER (USA)

19,00

SEÁN ROONEY (IRELAND)

19,45

Intermission

Piano Recital: Gala Concert of Winners
Young Concert Platform: Rameau, Haydn, Chopin, Bartok
Piano Recital: American Piano Music of the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries
Young Concert Platform: Bach, Albéniz, Scriabin

MATTHEW MCLACHLAN (UK)

Young Concert Platform: Special WPTA Award: Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Sciabin, Rachmaninoff, Liszt

20,00
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Lecture: Playing With Sound: Introducing Improvisation into Traditional Piano Lessons
Piano Master Class		
Lecture: Concert Attendance; Nurturing our Youth for the Future of Classical Music

Lecture: Dorothy Taubman Approach to Piano Technique (and overview)
Lecture Recital: Musical Landscapes: The Influence of the British Countryside on the Piano Music of John
Ireland
Lecture Recital: Presentation and Performance of Claude Debussy’s Piano Etudes
Piano Recital: Recital with Commentary and World Premiere of Etudes - Bach, Lipke, Liszt
Lecture Recital: Schoenfield’s “Café Music” and Hatzis’s “Old Photographs”: Is Imitation the Best Form of
Flattery?

MURRAY MCLACHLAN (UK)

Piano Recital: McLeod, Debussy
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1st JULY, 2015 (WEDNESDAY)

2nd JULY, 2015 (THURSDAY)

ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL

ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL

11,00

WOJCIECH KOCYAN (USA/POLAND)

11,00

NEIL RUTMAN (USA)

11,45

CAROL GINGERICH (CANADA/USA)

12,00

NEIL RUTMAN (USA)

12,30

ELEONORA KOJUCHAROV (ITALIA/BELGIUM/FRANCE)

12,45

JELENA SIMONOVIĆ KOVAČEVIĆ (SERBIA)

13,30

JUNHAO WANG (USA)

14,15

NATASHA WU (USA)

15,00

Intermission

16,00

CHRISTOPHER SEED (UK)

17,30

OLEG POKHANOVSKI/JUDY KEHLER SIEBERT/MINNA ROSE CHUNG (CANADA)

18,15

Intermission

13,15
14,00

Piano Master Class

Lecture Recital: Having Fun with Modern Music: The Canadian “Celebration Series”
Lecture Recital: Expressive Movements in Berio's Encores for Piano: Approaching Sounds Through a Visual
Perspective

IONELA BUTU (ROMANIA)

Lied Accompaniment Master Class

Intermission

17,30

CARMEN CÉLIA FREGONEZE (BRAZIL)

18,30

Intermission

Lecture Recital: Piano Music by Two Twentieth Century Brazilian Composers				

TOWN HALL
19,00

IVAN BAŠIĆ (SERBIA)

20,00

SPECIAL EVENT: WPTA IPC LAUREATE RECITAL: GERGELY KOVÁCS (HUNGARY)
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Young Concert Platform: Kawai Award 2015: Vujić, Haydn, Liszt/Paganini, Schumann
Piano Recital: Beethoven, Schumann, Liszt

Lecture: Pain or Pleasure: Preventing Tension and Injury in Order to Play Beautifully
Piano Master Class

Lecture: I Always Wanted to Learn to Play the Piano - Teaching the Adult Piano Student
Young Concert Platform: Schubert, Berg
Young Concert Platform: Mozart, Chopin

Lecture: The Art of Playing in Mirror-Image: The Left-Handed Piano
Piano Trio Recital: Desautels Piano Trio

TOWN HALL
18,30

SPECIAL EVENT: WPTA IPC SPECIAL MENTION IN COMPOSITION: GIULIO ANDREETTA (ITALIA)

19,30

ALEKSANDAR ĐERMANOVIĆ (SERBIA)

20,30

NOÉMI GÖRÖG / ENIKŐ GÖRÖG (SERBIA)

Piano Recital: Chopin, Villa-Lobos, Andreetta

Piano Recital: Russian Music in the Beginning of the XX Century - Scriabin, Rachmaninoff,
Kreisler/Rachmaninoff, Medtner
Piano Duo Recital: Mozart, Saint-Saens, Bartók, Lutoslawsky, Mozart/arr. Ilić
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3rd JULY, 2015 (FRIDAY)
ISIDOR BAJIĆ MUSIC SCHOOL
10,00

MARGARET BRANDMAN (AUSTRALIA)

11,00

SUSAN CHAN (USA)

11,45

RAISA ISAACS (USA)

12,30

NAOKO TAKAO (USA/JAPAN)

13,15

SLAWOMIR DOBRZANSKI (USA/POLAND)

14,00

HANNAH CREVISTON (USA)

14,45

MANUEL MATARRITA (COSTA RICA)

15,30

RIKA FUKUDA (JAPAN)

16,15
17,15

Intermission
STEFAN JANČIĆ (SERBIA)

18,15

MARTIN CAMACHO (MEXICO)

19,00

NUNO MARQUES (PORTUGAL)

19,45

Intermission

20,00

GALA CLOSING: NEIL RUTMAN (USA)

DVD Presentation: The Music of Margaret Brandman –Rhapsodies to Rhumbas
DVD Presentation: Echoes of China: Piano Music by Zhou Long, Doming Lam, Tan Dun, and Chen Yi
DVD Presentation: Adaptation of the Harpsichord Idioms of Baroque Music on the Piano		

7th World Piano Conference
PRESENTERS

Lecture Recital: Celebrating the Legacy of Vincent Persichetti (1915-1987): Piano Works for Students
Lecture Recital: The Piano Music by Maria Szymanowska (1789-1831)
Lecture Recital: Teaching Piano to Students with Special Needs
DVD Presentation: Piano Recital: Romantic Expression in Latin American Piano Music

Piano Recital: Chopin, Barber, Schubert

Young Concert Platform: Bach, Mozart, Stravinsky, Scarlatti, Scriabin, Chopin
Piano Recital: A Recital featuring Cuban Dances of Mexican composer Mario Ruiz Armengol
Piano Recital: Chopin, Debussy, Liszt

TOWN HALL
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Piano Recital: Beethoven, Schubert, Rachmaninoff
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Ivan Basic- (Serbia)
<

Kristi A. Baker (usa)

Faculty of Music Art (Belgrade)

Kristi A. Baker holds a Bachelor of Music Education degree and a Master of Music degree in Piano Performance/Pedagogy from Kansas State University and a Doctor of Musical Arts degree in Piano Performance
from the University of Kansas. Since taking on her first piano student in 1971, at the age of thirteen, she has
produced many award winning pianists. She served as Adjunct Professor of Applied Piano at Ottawa (Kansas) University and recently completed a successful thirty-two year career as a public school music educator.
In 2009, the Music Teachers’ National Association recognized Dr. Baker as a Nationally Certified Teacher of
Music in Piano, a distinction she still holds. Throughout her career, she has been in demand as a solo and
collaborative artist, clinician and adjudicator. She continues to give workshops and master classes to teachers and students throughout Kansas, including presentations on memorization techniques and performance
practice at Washburn University in Topeka, and lecture performances at Emporia State and Kansas State
Universities. Dr. Baker has appeared throughout the United States and Europe as a singer, conductor, collaborative and solo pianist. Her most recent credits include appearances as a performing artist in the teachers’ academy of the Piano Texas International Festival in Fort Worth, Texas.

Piano Recital: American Piano Music of the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries
The focus of this recital is on piano music that is accessible to most late intermediate and early advanced piano students. While influenced in
part by the composers’ studies in Europe, or with European trained teachers in the United States, the music has a distinctly American flavour.
The four composers represented here combined familiar compositional devices with distinct ethnic folk melodies and rhythms blended with
original material. Though all of the following pieces enjoyed popularity in their day, few are widely played by today’s pianists.
Piano Recital
G. Gershwin
Rialto Ripples
E. MacDowell
Etudes Op. 39
		
No. 2 Alla Tarantella
		
No. 10 Melodie
A. Beach
Two Compositions Op. 5
		
No. 1 Scottish Legend
		
No. 2 Gavotte Fantastíque
L. M. Gottschalk
Souvenir de Porto Rico, Op. 31
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Ivan Bašić, born in 1996, currently studies at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade, Serbia, with Professor Nevena
Popović. Throughout the years, he has studied with Lj. Kujundžić, M. Vasiljević-Bisenić and Ž. Vorkapić, and
he has participated in masterclasses with R. Saitkoulov, I. Jones, M. Uhde, I. Laszko and A. Serdar. Ivan
Bašić has won numerous prizes, such as the first prize at 2013 Chopin Roma competition, where he was
also awarded the prize for the best competitor from Eastern European countries overall. He has won the first
prizes at Davorin Jenko international competition in Belgrade, Banjalučki bijenale in Banjaluka, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, third prize at the 2012 Chopin Golden Ring competition in Slovenia. He has been the winner
of the Serbian National Competition for young musicians (2011-2013). Ivan Bašić regularly performs as a
soloist across Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Italy, Slovenia, Albania. In 2014 he made his concert debut
in Austria, where he performed a solo recital at the Salzkammergut Festwochen in Gmunden. In April 2015,
Ivan Bašić performed recitals in Cairo and Alexandria, Egypt, organized by Cairo Opera House and the Embassy of Serbia in Egypt. His
first appearance with an orchestra was at the age of 12, performing Haydn’s Piano Concerto in D major at the most prominent venue in Serbia,
Kolarac Concert Hall. Later on, Ivan Bašić performed Piano Concerto by Edvard Grieg (2012), and Chopin’s Concerto in F minor, op. 21 (2015).
Ivan Bašić was awarded Serbian Young Musician of 2013 by the musical magazine Muzika Klasika, and, in 2015, he was awarded the Olga
Mihailović Fund prize, as the most talented piano student at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade. He has made numerous recordings for Serbian
Broadcasting Corporation (TV and Radio) and his performances have been broadcasted by Vatican Radio.

Young Concert Platform: Kawai Award 2015
A. S. Vujić
Three pieces for the piano, Op. 83
		Moderato
		March
		Toccata
J. Haydn
Sonata in C Major, Hob. XVI/50
		Allegro
		Adagio
		
Allegro molto
F. Liszt
Grandes Études de Paganini, No. 6 in A Minor
R. Schumann
Symphonic Etudes, Op. 13
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<

Vuk Bozilovic- (Serbia)
Faculty of Music Art (Belgrade)

Vuk Božilović was born in December 1993 in Belgrade. At three years old, he entered the music kindergarten in
the Davorin Jenko School of Music in Belgrade. He gained his elementary music education at the music school
Petar Konjovic, in the class of professor Milena Matijevic, and since 2008 he was the student of high school of
music Kosta Manojlovic in Zemun, in the class of professor Irena Oparov Dobrila. He collaborated with renowned
teachers and pianists such as Aleksandar Serdar, Aleksandar Madzar, Igor Lasko, Arbo Valdma, Baruch Meir
etc. He was laureate of the competition Josip Slavenski in Belgrade (2010) and the Mihailo Vukdragović in Sabac
(2011), the same year he won the first prize in the Republic competition in Belgrade. Vuk was the laureate of the
Piano competition Davorin Jenko in Belgrade (2012), and the International Competition in Nis, the same year.
He was the finalist of the competition Guarnerius and semifinalist at Piano competition Isidor Bajic in Novi Sad
(2012). At the competition Sopenijada where he performed only Chopin’s works, he won the second prize. In
april 2014, at the Kolarac concert hall he performed Chopin’s Piano Concerto no.1 with Symphony Orchestra of Faculty of Music in Belgrade,
under the baton of Serbia’s most renowned conductor Bojan Sudjic. Vuk has performed in many concert halls across Serbia, such as Banski
dvor in Banja Luka, Belgrade Cultural Center, Student Cultural Center, the Children's Cultural Center, Guarnerius Hall, Madlenianum, Kolarac
Music Gallery, a large Kolarac concert hall etc. He is a third year student at the Faculty of Music in Belgrade in the class of renowned professor
and pianist Lidija Stankovic.

Young Concert Platform: Kawai Award 2015
W. A. Mozart
Sonata No. 8 in A Minor, KV 310
		
Allegro maestoso
		
Andante cantabile con espressione
		Presto
F. Chopin
4 Mazurkas Op.33
Ballade No. 1, Op. 23, G Minor
——————
F. Chopin
Sonata No. 2 in B-Flat Minor, Op. 35
		
Grave. Doppio movimento
		Scherzo
		
Marche funèbre: Lento
		
Finale. Presto. Sotto voce e legato
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Margaret brandman (Australia)
Margaret Brandman’s career in music as composer, pianist, music educator, arranger and writer on music
education spans more than 40 years. She has combined her compositional interests with her interest in
accelerated learning techniques for music. Margaret has composed a range of pieces for a variety of instruments and voice. Her concert works for piano, voice, instrumental combinations and orchestra, published in
Australia and in Germany, receive both live and recorded performances internationally. Margaret is also writer
and publisher of many music education materials. In 2012 she received the WPTA Dip.E for her DVD presentation “The Geometry of the Piano and the Symmetry of the Hands” which was presented at the conference
in 2011 and again in 2013. In addition Margaret received the World Forum’s “Distinguished Contribution
Award” (2012) for the continent of Australia for her performances and lectures at an international conference
at Oxford University in the UK. This year many more performances of her original compositions have been
programmed as interest in her compositional output grows.

Lecture: The Music of Margaret Brandman – Rhapsodies to Rhumbas
In November 2013 a land-mark Australian concert event took place in the Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre. A team of ten musicians,
plus two vocalists performed ‘Rhapsodies to Rhumbas’, a two-hour programme of original Brandman compositions.The concert showcased
the composer’s diverse range of musical styles, from expressive art music and sensuous art songs, to Latin and Jazz inspired works scored for
a variety of instrumental ensembles. This DVD presentation presents the highlights of the concert with the composer performing many of the
works herself. The programme includes “Autumn Rhapsody” (piano solo) recently published in Germany by Furore Music and “Spirit Visions”
for two pianos performed by Margaret Brandman together with Mexican pianist Irma Enriquez. Margaret also accompanies dramatic mezzo
soprano and lyricist, Desiree Regina, as she sings songs from their co-composed song cycle ‘Songs of Love and Desire’ and Duo Deconet
- Henry Avila on violin and Irma Enriquez on piano, perform Margaret’s newly composed works for violin and piano. From the exhilarating
sounds of Margaret’s rhapsodies and contemporary musical works to the amazing rhythms in the Latin American and jazz works, audiences
can expect the unexpected!
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Ammon bratt (usa)

Indiana University, Jacobs School of Music (Bloomington, Indiana)
American pianist Ammon Bratt is an artist of considerable virtuosity and emotional range. He has garnered
numerous awards in prestigious piano competitions including the Fort Collins, Colorado National Piano Competition and the International Piano Teams competition. Having toured internationally throughout the United
States, Europe, South Africa, and New Zealand, he has been invited to perform in renowned halls such as
Hill Auditorium in Ann Arbor, Michigan; Villa Bertramka in Prague; Linder Auditorium in Johannesburg; Auckland Town Hall; and the ACS Performing Arts Theater in Athens. He has performed for dignitaries of various nations and has performed piano concertos with the Nachtmusik Chamber Orchestra, the Utah Valley
Symphony, and the University of Michigan Campus Symphony Orchestra. In addition to studying piano for
12 years with his WPC performance partner, Dr. David Glen Hatch, Ammon studied with Dr. Arthur Greene at
the University of Michigan where he received his Bachelor of Musical Arts degree and is currently under the
tutelage of André Watts at the Jacobs School of Music in Indiana.

Piano Duo Recital with David Glen Hatch
David Glen Hatch:

W. A. Mozart
Adagio in B Minor, K. 540
A. Scriabin
Etude in C-sharp Minor, Op. 2, No. 1
		
Etude in D-sharp Minor, Op. 8, No. 12
Ammon Bratt:
R. Wagner/ M. Moszkowski
Isoldens Tod
			
(Schluß-Szene aus Tristan und Isolde)
S. Prokofiev
4 Etudes, Op. 2
David Glen Hatch:
S. Rachmaninoff
Elegie in E-flat Minor, Op. 3, No. 1
		
Musical Moments, Op. 16, No. 4 in E Minor
David Glen Hatch/Ammon Bratt:
F. Schubert
Fantasie in F Minor, Op. 103, D. 940
			
(for 1 piano 4 hands)
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Ionela butu (romania)

George Enescu University of Arts (Iași, Romania)

After obtaining a BA in Philosophy, Ionela Butu got a BA, then a PhD in Music from the George Enescu University of Arts (Iași, Romania). She successfully completed postdoctoral studies at the National University
of Music of Bucharest (Romania), conducting a research on Sergei Rachmaninoff’s complete songs for
soprano and piano. A much respected accompanist, Ionela Butu collaborated with prestigious singers and
made many recordings. Very eager to constantly perfect her artistic skills, she participated in various master
classes held by eminent teachers such as Tatiana Pikaizena, Arkadi Sevidov (Russia), Liana Șerbescu (Holland), Lory Wallfisch (USA), Gabriel Amiras, Bernd Zack, Klaus Schilde (Germany). In most recent years, she
held master classes herself at the Conservatories of Verona, Frosinone (Italy), Plovdiv (Bulgaria) and Weimar
(Germany) as an invited teacher within the Erasmus program. At present, Ionela Butu is a lecturer at the
George Enescu University of Arts, where she teaches piano, winning the high appreciation and the professional admiration of her students.

Lied Accompaniment Master Class
This masterclass intends to focus on the Lied-compositions belonging to the East-European musical culture. Our stylistic approach aims at a
reflective, but also emotional foray into a particularly fascinating world, which we are open to discuss in comparison with Western works in a
similar vein, created towards the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century.Technical and musical aspects of the piano accompaniment are to be the core of our projected activities, as the Lieder piano accompaniment does have a distinctiveness that we devise to
bring to the fore by conducting a thorough study of some representative Eastern musical pieces of the kind.
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Martin camacho (mexico)

Midwestern State University (Wichita Falls, Texas)
Martin Camacho has won eighteen national and local competitions in Mexico, Cuba, and the United States.
He has appeared as soloist with orchestras in the United States and Mexico, including Mexico’s State Orchestra and Bellas Artes Chamber Orchestra, and has performed as a recitalist in the United States, Venezuela, Cuba, Japan, Norway, Italy, and Mexico. He also toured as soloist with the American Wind Symphony
Orchestra, performing in more than fifteen cities in the US and Canada. Dr. Camacho is also active in chamber and collaborative music with singers and other instrumentalists. In 2009 he made his Carnegie Hall Debut
Recital to great acclaim before a sold-out hall. After pursuing advanced degrees at the Cleveland Institute of
Music under the guidance of pianist Sergei Babayan, Camacho completed his doctoral studies in 2006 at the
University of Miami in the studio of pianist Ivan Davis. Camacho’s expertise in Mexican and Latin American
music has led to several presentations in national and international conferences of lectures and recitals of
topics related to Mexican music. Martin Camacho is Dean of the Fain College of Fine Arts at Midwestern State University.

Piano Recital:
A Recital featuring Cuban Dances of Mexican composer Mario Ruiz Armengol (1914-2002)
M. Ruiz Armengol
The Cuban Dances:
		
No. 6 Yesterday and Today
		
No. 3 Melancholic Serenade
		
No. 12 Thanks to God!
		
No. 2 At the Café
		
No. 16 Essence
		
No. 11 Small, Happy and Beautiful
		
No. 1 Remembering Dad
		
No. 9 Sing, clave, sing
		
No. 14 Exotic
		
No. 8 Happy Days
		
No. 10 Fantasy-like
		
No. 19 Yes and No
		
No. 7 Seven
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Susan chan (usa)

Portland State University (Portland, Oregon)
The New York Concert Review described Susan Chan as “a thoughtful musician and a sensitive player”, and
The New Yorker called her “an energetic advocate for contemporary music”. Fanfare and BBC Music Magazine praised her “great technical finesse” and “conspicuous refinement”. She has performed on the Dame
Myra Hess Memorial Concert Series (Chicago) and the Seattle International Piano Festival Recital Series,
and at Weill Recital Hall in Carnegie Hall, Chopin’s birth house (Zelazowa Wola), Steinway Halls (London and
Tokyo), and Hong Kong City Hall Concert Hall. She has appeared as soloist with the Dnepropetrovsk State
Philharmonic (Ukraine) and the Hong Kong Sinfonietta. Recognitions received include first prize in the Hong
Kong Young Musicians Award Competition (1988), finalist in The American Prize in Piano Performance (2011),
and an Oregon Arts Commission Artist Fellowship (2013). Her critically acclaimed CD discography includes
her latest recordings East West Encounter I and East West Encounter II on the MSR Classics label, which
feature pieces by western and contemporary Asian composers. Her forthcoming CD featuring works by
several major living Chinese composers is due for release in 2015. She holds a Doctor of Music degree from Indiana University where her main
teachers were György Sebök and Menahem Pressler, and is currently an Associate Professor of Music and Piano Area Coordinator at Portland
State University in Portland, Oregon.

DVD Presentation: Echoes of China: Piano Music by Zhou Long, Doming Lam, Tan Dun, and Chen Yi
This recital features works by four internationally renowned contemporary Chinese composers. Spanning from 1964 to 2013, these pieces
all contain an amalgamation of Chinese and western elements, including Chinese folk tunes and instruments as well as impressionism. The
program contains two recently commissioned pieces composed by Zhou Long and Chen Yi in 2012 and 2013 respectively.
Z. Long
D. Lam
T. Dun
C. Yi

Pianobells
Lamentations of Lady Chiu-Jun, Op. 12a
Eight Memories in Watercolor, Op. 1
Northern Scenes
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Minna rose chung (canada)

University of Manitoba, Desautels Faculty of Music (Winnipeg)
Korean–American born cellist Minna Rose Chung is Associate Professor at the University of Manitoba Desautels Faculty of Music and the Director and Founder of Project Rio, the sole Canadian educational
sponsor for the Rio International Cello Encounter in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. In 2014 Dr. Chung was awarded
the University of Manitoba’s Rh Award for Outstanding Contributions to Scholarship and Research in the
Creative Works. As co-author, Minna Rose is publishing an upcoming cello method book, “The Cello Mind”
with Northwestern University Distinguished Professor of Cello, Hans J. Jensen. Minna Rose An avid chamber musician, Minna Rose made her Carnegie Hall debut in 2007 as a founding member with her New York
ensemble, the Pangea String Quartet. In 2015, Minna Rose will embark on her second European tour as a
member of the Nacka Duo and the Desautels Piano Trio.

Lecture Recital: Schoenfield’s “Café Music” and Hatzis’s “Old Photographs”:
Is Imitation the Best Form of Flattery?
Contemporary American composer Paul Schoenfield’s music is often described as echoing the signature soundscapes of the great masters.
With this in mind, his compositions impart an infectious zest and distinctive flavor as he moves with “wizardly ease” among a variety of disparate
idioms, among them jazz, popular, vaudeville, klezmer and folk styles. Aspiring to compose music that “makes people sweat”, Schoenfield
is best known for integrating various American and Jewish folk and popular music with concert music. Similarly, Greek-Canadian composer
Christos Hatzis challenges the expectations of the compositional process by writing what he describes as “listener-centered” music. Old
Photographs is a hauntingly beautiful work that engages the listener viscerally as it crescendos into the “raunchiest of tangos”; it is presently
taking the concert stage by storm. Most of Hatzis’s compositions are inspired by his own Byzantine musical heritage and “a salutary allegory
for our own troubled times”. The Desautels Piano Trio will present a stylistic deconstruction of Schoenfield’s wildly successful Café Music and
introduce Hatzis’s musical eclecticism in a performance of Old Photographs.

Piano Trio Recital: Desautels Piano Trio
J. Turina
P. Schoenfield
A. Piazzolla
C. Hatzis
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Piano Trio No. 2 in B Minor Op. 76
Cafe Muisc
Primavera Portena, Spring
Old Photographs

noémi csöke (serbia)

Elementary Music School (Bačka Topola)
Noémi Csőke was born on July 5th, 2001 in Bačka Topola, Serbia. She lives in Mali Iđoš and is attending the
seventh grade of the Ady Endre Elementary School. Her music education began when she was seven with
Professor András Csőke at the Elementary Music School in Bačka Topola. At present she is attending the
fifth grade of the elementary music education with Professor Mária Székely. She won numerous prizes at
national and international piano competitions. Among the competitions that have been held in Serbia are The
Republic competition in 2011 – second award, 2013 – first award, 2015 – Lauerate; Festival of Music Schools
in 2013 nad 2015 – first awards; International contest for young pianists, Šabac, from 2009 to 2013 and 2015
– first awards, 2014 – second award; Competition for young pianists in 2010, Zrenjanin – special award and
Lauerate and in 2012 – special first award; “Musicaux Moments“ in Bačka Topola, from 2009 to 2015 – first
awards; Revue of young pianists in 2010 in Lazarevac – first award. She has also been paticipating in some
of the international competitions in Gorizia (Italy) in 2010 – first award; Sighetu Marmatiei (Romania) in 2011 – first award; Budapest (Hungary)
in 2012, “Chopin+” – special award for performance of Bartók’s composition, Radlje ob Dravi (Slovenia) in 2013 – first award, Budapest (Hungary) 4th Bartók Béla contest of music schools in 2014 – first award.

Young Concert Platform
J. P. Rameau
Pieces de clavecin: Suite in E Minor:
		
Gigue en Rondeau
		
Le Rappel des Oiseaux
J. Haydn
Sonata in A-Flat Major, Hob XVI/46
		
Allegro moderato
F. Chopin
Etude in A-Flat Major, Op. 25 No. 1
F. Chopin
Introduction and Variations on a German Air in E Major “Der Schweizerbub”
B. Bartók
Three Hungarian Folksongs from the County of Csík
B. Bartók
Sonatina
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Hannah creviston (usa)

Arizona State University (Tempe, Arizona)
Described as “impressive and expressive” (Fanfare Magazine) and “superb... [with] great dexterity, rhythm,
and touch” (American Record Guide), Hannah Creviston is Assistant Professor of Practice (Piano Pedagogy)
at Arizona State University. She is active as a researcher and presenter on the effects of music on children
with autism. Prior to joining the ASU faculty in the fall of 2012, Creviston was on the faculty at the Crane
School of Music, SUNY Potsdam. As an accompanist, she has performed in festivals and competitions
throughout the United States and abroad, and she performs regularly in a duo with her husband, Christopher
Creviston (saxophone). Together, they have recorded Snell Sessions and Columbia Sessions, both on the
Albany Records label, and Sunday Afternoon and Breaking available through CD Baby.

Lecture Recital: Teaching Piano to Students
with Special Needs
“If a child cannot learn in the way we teach, we must teach in a way the child can learn.” – Dr. O. Ivar Lovaas. In this session, you will learn
ways to adapt your teaching in order to work effectively with students who have special needs. We will look at working with students with both
physical and developmental disabilities.
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Slawomir dobrzanski (usa/poland)
Kansas State University (Manhattan, Kansas)

The Polish-born pianist Slawomir Dobrzanski teaches piano performance and piano literature at Kansas
State University in Manhattan, Kansas. As a pianist and teachers, he frequently performs and teaches in Europe, Asia, and both Americas. Dobrzanski is the first pianist to record the complete piano works by the early
romantic piano virtuosa and composer Maria Szymanowska, published by the Acte Prealable label in Poland
in 2013. His also the author of the first English language biography of Szymanowska, published in 2006 by
the University of Southern California and the Figueroa Press. Dobrzanski studied piano performance at the
Chopin Academy of Music in Warsaw, Poland, the University of Kansas and the University of Connecticut.
He was a member of music faculties at Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota, and the University of
Rhode Island in Kingston, RI.

Lecture Recital: The Piano Music by Maria Szymanowska (1789-1831)
The piano music of Maria Szymanowska (1789-1831), one of the most important pre-romantic composer and a pioneer woman virtuosa, remains today almost completely unknown. The lecture-recital will be an attempt to rectify the situation. Szymanowska’s piano music consists
of almost one hundred piano works, ranging from miniatures, dances, to nocturnes, preludes, romances, virtuoso etudes, and larger genres
such as a fantasy and a caprice. The majority of her output would serve as a perfect addition to the repertoire of intermediate level students.
The presentation will group her compositions according to genre and level of difficulty. The most representative examples of her music will be
performed in their entirety.
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Aysegul durakoglu (usa/turkey)
Stevens Institute of Technology (Hoboken, New Jersey)
Since her highly acclaimed New York Recital Debut at Merkin Hall, pianist Aysegul Durakoglu has concertized
widely as soloist and chamber musician throughout Turkey, Russia, Europe, and the United States. Her recent performances include concerts at the International Ankara Festival, lecture-recitals on Debussy’s Piano
Etudes, a chamber music project titled “A Musical Journey with the Orient Express” at the Jazz at Lincoln
Center and Pera Palas in Istanbul, and performances at the Borges Cultural Center in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Aysegul began her musical life in Istanbul and received her Bachelor of Music degree at the Istanbul
State Conservatory. She received her Master of Music Degree from the Juilliard School and a Ph.D. degree
with notable distinction at the New York University where she also served on the piano faculty. Her teachers
included Adele Marcus, Gyorgy Sandor, and Gregory Haimovsky. An active performer and researcher, Durakoglu has presented lecture-recitals on the music of Turkish composers and piano music of Claude Debussy.
In 1998, she established a Chamber Music Society, Musica Mundana, and continues to perform with her ensemble throughout the United
States and Canada. She is also a faculty member at the Stevens Institute of Technology teaching music history and piano classes.

Lecture Recital: Presentation and Performance of Claude Debussy’s Piano Etudes
Pianist Aysegul Durakoglu will present a lecture-performance about the significance and performance problems of Debussy’s Piano Etudes.
Debussy’s Etudes have been an important part of the piano literature and have been performed since their completion in 1915. However, they
have not received enough attention by many pianists and piano students in the world, mainly due the challenges in perfor mance. Durakoglu
will talk about some of the performance problems related to Debussy’s contrapuntal technique in the stratification of piano sound in layers and
his treatment of rhythm throughout the layers. Following the presentation, she will perform selections from Debussy’s Douze Etudes.

Ivan Elezovic- (Usa)

Jackson State University (Jackson, Mississippi)
Ivan Elezović (D.M.A., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) studied composition, music theory, and
electronic music at the University of Manitoba, McGill University, and the University of Illinois. After receiving
the Presser Award in 2001, he went to IRCAM where he studied with Brian Ferneyhough and Marc-AndréDalbavie. A year later, he was accepted at the InternationalesMusikinstitut in Darmstadt, Germany where
he worked with Isabel Mundry, Tristan Murail, Robert HP Platz, and Valerio Sannicandro. Ivan Elezović’s
compositional output ranges from acoustic to electroacoustic works including mixed media, and has been
recognized by numerous competitions and festivals: Sonorities 2015 (Belfast, United Kingdom); International
Festival for Innovations in Music Production and Composition (Leeds, England); Music Since 1900 (Liverpool, England); NoiseFloor 2013 (Stafford, England); XXI International Tribune od Composers (Belgrade, Serbia); XVIII Festival Internacional Punto de Encuentro (Valencia, Spain); EuroMac (Rome, Italy); Australasian
Computer Music Conference (Auckland, New Zealand); Society of Composers National Conference (Columbia, South Carolina); Arts Now
Series (Raleigh, North Carolina); International Computer Music Conference (Rome, Italy); Society of Composers National Conference (Santa
Fe, New Mexico); 1st Annual Festival of Art of Sounds (Belgrade, Serbia); Music Beyond Performance (Stockton, California); Seoul International
Computer Music Conference SICMF (Seoul, South Korea); International Festival of Acousmatics and Multimedia (Buenos Aires, Argentina);
Palmarès du 32e Concours International de Musique et d’Art Sonore Electroacoustiques de Bourges (Bourges, France). Instead of following a
single style, Ivan Elezović allows a number of materials and ideas to influence the approach and method for each new work. His compositional
style, honed and refined in North America, demonstrates both a dedication to craftsmanship and a ceaseless pursuit of innovative conceptual
goals. He was teaching composition, music technology, and music theory courses at the University of Illinois, Oberlin Conservatory of Music,
Mahidol University, Nova Southeastern University, and Palm Beach Atlantic University. Presently, he is an Associate Professor and Coordinator
in Music Theory and Composition at Jackson State University.

Lecture: Three–dimensional Sound Phenomenon in “Suspension”for Piano Solo by Ivan Elezović
This paper is a study of Ivan Elezović’s third dimension of sound incorporated in piano solo piece called “Suspension”. The main goal and idea
for the project is to portray an Italian Composer GiacintoScelsi’s compositional aesthetics through the use of the third dimension in Elezović’s
piano music. The full extent of Scelsi’s compositional methods is manifested not only in works such as Quattro Pezzi, but also in the aesthetic
that he used to justify his various approaches. Based on a number of influences, Scelsi significantly changed his thoughts about the music
in general. The nature of these influences is mostly musical and conceptual. They are identified and discussed through various texts and interviews not only by Scelsi but also by Arnold Schoenberg and Dane Rudhyar. These materials about Scelsi have been further employed in
order to put him and his approach into proper historical, cultural, and compositional contexts. In order to retrace and to clarify Scelsi’s vision
of music and arts in general, significant concepts such as three dimensional sound phenomenon expressed through multidimensional sonic
layers, various progressions of tone color melodies represented through Klangfarbenmelodie, a growing fascination with the power of sound by
trying to clearly identify the deference between the meaning of tone and the meaning of note are some of the issues that this paper addresses.
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Festival Isidor Bajic- (Serbia)

Aleksandar Dermanovic(UK/Serbia)

Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)

Academy of Arts Novi Sad (Novi Sad)

Festival Isidor Bajić represents the interactive exchange of pedagogical experience; popularization of classical music and fostering principles“joy
of playing” in children; affirmation pedagogue with excellent results; possibility of professional development for teachers. Festival Isidor Bajić
is held every year from 23 to 25 May in Music School Isidor Bajić, Njegoševa 9, Novi Sad. The right to participate in the festival feature: regular
students of music schools; students who do not attend regular elementary music school.		

Piano Recital: Gala Concert of Winners
Emilija Sretenović, Baby category
L. Petrović
Ukrainian dance
R. Schumann
The wild rider

Andrej Vojvodić, Fourth category
S. Bortkiewitsch
The Russian peasant
Spanish Lady

Nemanja Marčetić, First category
D. Kabalevsky
Sad story
Joke

Dimitrije Nikolić, Fifth category
C. Debussy
Doctor Gradus Ad Parnassum
M. Tajčević
Balkan dance No. 2

Mateja Stražmešterov, First category
W. Gillock
Summer storm
R. Clayderman
Ballade for Adelina

Tisa Lekić, Sixth category
S. Rachmaninoff
Italian polka

Saša Zahorjanski, Third category
T. Lak
Tarantella
Lana Ćapin, Fourth category
W. A. Mozart
Sonate in C Major, K. 545
J. Ibert
Le petit ane blanc
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Ana Dragosavljević, Sixth category
C. Debussy
Pour le piano, Prelude

Pianist Aleksandar Djermanović is currently on RCM’s Artist Diploma course studying with Ian Jones and
Dmitri Alexeev with whom he had previously finished the Master studies. During his time at RCM he has
received generous financial support as an ABRSM scholar, Gary and Eleanor Brass Scholar and as a beneficiary of the Henry Wood Trust, Lee Abbey Award and a Leverhulme Postgraduate Studentship. His early
and undergraduate musical studies were undertaken in Serbia where his piano professors were Tatjana
Vukmanović and Dorian Leljak respectively after starting to play the piano at the age of 11. Aleksandar won
numerous competitions as a soloist, a chamber musician and as a composer, most notable ones include the
First Prize on Memorial Isidor Bajić (2008), Moscow International Festival of Slavic Music – he was the only
award winner (2008) and the third prize at the Sheepdrove intercollegiate piano competition (UK). He performed throughout Europe, most notable in venues such as Rachmaninoff Hall (Moscow), in London at Steinway Hall, Amaryllis Fleming Concert Hall, Purcell Room, Cadogan Hall, St. Martin’-in-the-Fields and the French Institute (recorded by BBC3
Radio). As an EPTA Serbia representative his composition is to be published in London by Faber Music. He was a last minute substitution for a
concert with the Royal Tunbridge Wells Symphony Orchestra performing the Chopin Piano Concerto No. 1 under the baton of Neil Thomson.

Piano Recital: Russian Music in the Beginning of the XX Century
A. Scriabin
S. Rachmaninoff
F. Kreisler/S. Rachmaninoff
S. Rachmaninoff
N. Medtner

Piano Sonata No. 6 Op. 62
Prelude in B Minor, Op. 32 No. 10
Liebesleid
Etude Tableaux in D Major, Op. 39 No. 9
Sonata Romantica in B-Flat Minor, Op. 53 No. 1
Romanza
		Scherzo
		Meditazione
		Finale
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Carmen célia fregoneze (brazil)

School of Music and Fine Arts of Paraná (Curitiba, Brazil)
Carmen Célia Fregoneze holds a Doctor degree from The Benjamin Rome School of Music of The Catholic
University of America, a Master of Music degree from The Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul – Brazil
as well as from the Musikhochschule Stuttgart – Germany. She has performed in Brazil, Germany, at The
Brazilian Embassy and The Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington DC, completed piano
performance courses at the Music Festival in Costa do Estoril – Portugal, in Moscow – Russia at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory of Music, and in Denton, University of North Texas. In addition, she has premiered and
recorded works by contemporary Brazilian composers. She is adjunct professor of The School of Music and
Fine Arts of Paraná where she teaches piano, piano pedagogy and chamber music, and holds the position
of music coordinator for the post-graduate course division. She has attended conferences in China, Italy,
Greece, Mexico, Chile, South Korea and Brazil presenting research papers about Brazilian and Latin American Piano Music. Besides that, she is a member of the Music Teachers National Association, USA.

Lecture Recital: Piano Music by Two Twentieth Century Brazilian Composers
By examining the musical output of the twentieth century in Brazil, one discovers the diversity of musical languages used in this century's
musical production for the piano. Composers were influenced by cosmopolitan music and branched into extremely varied paths, exploring
multiple aesthetic trends. However, the way in which they contextualized and explored known elements generated an entirely new group of
musical works, recognizable through the combination of heterogeneous techniques. Nevertheless, a profuse musical development in Brazil
occurred just after composers decided to establish their independence and show their own voice as musicians. Indeed, an analysis of the
twentieth-century musical repertoire confirms a significant change of compositional styles through a rupture with previous musical influences
and absorption of national cultural values. Therefore, focusing on the diversity of the piano repertoire by Brazilian composers, the performer
will play a program which presents representative works by Villa-Lobos and Almeida Prado.
H. Villa-Lobos
Almeida Prado
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Choros No. 5, “Alma Brasileira”
Ciclo brasileiro: No. 2 Impressões Seresteiras
A Prole do Bebe No. 1: No. 5 Negrinha (A Boneca de Pau)
Cartas Celestes XIV

Rika fukuda (japan)
Rika Fukuda was born in Tokyo. A versatile pianist with a strong academic background two Bachelor’s degrees in both music and the liberal arts in Japan. After her graduation of the Musashino Academia Musicae in
Tokyo, she won the prestigious Gunma Artist Award for Studying Abroad by the local government in Japan to
have her sojourn in Italy in 1993, where she studied with K. U. Schnabel. Returning to Japan, she concertized
and broadened her performing career in Taiwan as well. In 2000, Rika was awarded the RCM Scholarship
to enroll at the Royal College of Music, London, studying with Gordon Fergus-Thompson and obtaining her
Postgraduate Diploma in Performance in 2001. Coming back to Japan, she became very active, working for
the YAMAHA Master Class in Tokyo, a special course for the very young, talented students. Besides her busy
performing career in domestic and foreign countries, she has organized numerous musical events including the Y150 Piano Competition& Festival authorized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan. Since her
first visit to Serbia in 2013, she has been promoting Serbian music and appeared in the Serbian embassy in
Japan. In May 2014, in Tokyo, she gave a charity concert in support of flood victims in Serbia, with Serbian flutist, Ms. Andjela Bratić, and in
the same year, she gave a concert with her in Belgrade and appeared the TV program in Serbia. In 2015, Rika gave her performance in the
Serbian embassy in Tokyo, again.

Piano Recital
F. Chopin
Nocturne in F Major Op. 15 No. 1
S. Barber
Excursions Op. 20
		
No. 1 Un poco allegro
		
No. 3 Allegetto
F. Schubert
Piano Sonata No. 13 in A Major, Op. 120, D. 664
		
Allegro moderato
		Andante
		Allegro
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Achille gallo (italy)

European Piano Open Academy
European Music Association Konzerteum (Venice, Italy)

Carol gingerich (canada/usa)
University of West Georgia, (Carrollton, Georgia)

An eclectic musician with a repertoire ranging from Bach to John Williams after to be graduate “summa
cum lode” at the Conservatory “C.Pollini” in Padua he was admitted at the prestigious "Ecole Internationale
du Piano" (Lausanne, Switzerland) under the guidance of the great pianist and teacher Fausto Zadra (in the
tradition of the great piano schools of Vincenzo Scaramuzza and Carlo Zecchi) where he obtained the “Soloist Diploma” and after he became his assistant. He is awarded in national and international competitions (C.
Czerny, City of Como, City of Tradate, Stresa, Cittàdi Pisa) and in 1994 at the prestigious "International Piano
Competition Eduard Flipse" in Rotterdam (Netherlands). An Intense concert activity as soloist and in chamber
ensembles led him to perform in Italy and in Europe in international festivals. He performed with orchestras
such as the Istanbul Devlet Symphony Orchestra, Czech National Symphony Orchestra, Orchestra Sinfonica
"Gaetano Donizetti". He has an important discography that boasts six CDs (for Velut Luna, Phoenix Classics, Neos Music GmbH, Xclassics
Records) and he has given master classes of piano in Italy, Spain, Russia. In 2004 he founded the prestigious International Piano Competition
"Fausto Zadra". Numerous awards including in 2009 the prestigious "PhP Paul Harris Fellow" awarded by Rotary International Foundation. Mr.
Gallo is often invited like jury member in prestigious international piano competitions. He is Founder and President of the European Piano Open
Academy in Venice.

Dr. Carol Gingerich is an Associate Professor of Piano/Piano Pedagogy at the University of West Georgia
(USA). There she teaches applied piano, piano pedagogy, keyboard literature, collaborative piano, keyboard
ensemble, and class piano. She is a doctoral graduate of Columbia University, Teachers College, where
she studied piano pedagogy with Robert Pace and piano with Karl Ulrich Schnabel. She holds a Master
of Music in Piano Accompanying and Coaching degree from Westminster Choir College, and an Honours
Bachelor of Music in Piano Performance degree from the University of Western Ontario (Canada). As a researcher Dr. Gingerich’s interests include cyberspace, French piano style, Beethoven, and Neuro-Linguistic
programming learning style theory. She has given presentations for EPTA, the World Piano Pedagogy
Convention, Music Teachers National Association, and the College Music Society, in addition to numerous
teacher workshops. Her articles have been published in The Journal of Research in Music Performance, American Music Teacher, Clavier,
Keyboard Companion, MTNA’s e-journal and Piano Pedagogy Forum. She is active as both a solo and collaborative pianist and has performed
as a guest artist at Catholic University, Columbia University, Northern Illinois University, the University of Florida, and the University of Miami.

Piano Master Class

Have you ever had trouble finding a piece of modern repertoire which both you and your student liked? Now that we are solidly in the 21st
century we may be able to look back on some of the innovations of the 20th century with fresh and appreciative eyes, especially noting the
repertoire’s pleasurable aspects which can be highly motivating for students. The Canadian “Celebration Series”, published by Frederick Harris,
contains many attractive modern pieces conveniently arranged in progressive order of difficulty. In this seminar we will explore the world forces
that shaped this repertoire and which continue to shape our modern life today, listen to performances of attractive teaching pieces from the
elementary to the advanced level, and explore pedagogical teaching strategies for making this repertoire more appealing to and understandable for our students.

The Fausto Zadra piano school – short and practical description with analysis of its basic teachings and concepts about piano technique and
its didactics developed on the basis of Vincenzo Scaramuzza and Carlo Zecchi piano schools. The conception of the art as the “art of touch":
awareness of gestures aimed at the production of sound in its many shades dynamics, timbre and articulation.
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Lecture: Having Fun with Modern Music: The Canadian “Celebration Series”
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Noémi görög (serbia)

Enikö görög (serbia)

Faculty of Music Art (Belgrade)

Faculty of Music Art (Belgrade)

Enikő Görög, who was born in 1987 in Subotica, graduated Piano in 2009 at the Faculty of Music Art in
Belgrade with professor Ninoslav Živković. She is on the third year of her PhD studies in the class of the
same professor. Enikő Görög is the prize-winner of international piano competitions in Šabac - Young Pianist International Festival, 2001, 2003 – I prize; Belgrade EPTA Piano Competition 2008 - I prize; Davorin
Jenko International Piano Competition, 2008 – I prize; Dr Vojislav Vučković Piano Memorial, 2009 – I prize;
Jeunesses musicales, 2009 – III prize and the special aword for the best interpretation of obligatory piece
(Isidora Žebeljan: Il Circo); Copenhagen Young Musician International Competition, 2000 – I prize; BartokProkofieff-Kabalewsky Competition, Radford, Virginia, USA, 2001 – II prize; Bartok International Competition, Szeged, Hungary, 2010 – II prize). As a most successful piano student at the Belgrade Faculty of
Music she was awarded the Emil Hajek prize for academic year 2009. She performed solo-recitals and
concerts in Serbia, Slovakia, Hungary, Denmark, Austria ,Romania, Italy, and USA. She performed with
Subotica Philcharmonic Orchestra, Szeged Philharmonic Orchestra, Radio and Television Symphonic
Orchestra of Belgrade, Simfonietta Chamber Orchestra from Budapest and Jugendsinfonieorchester München. She attended master-classes
held by Rita Kinka, Arbo Valdma, Gulyás Márta, Jandó Jenő, Rohmann Imre, Eric Tawaststjerna, Gottlieb Wallish, Luis Fernando Perez and
Jacques Rouvier. She recorded for radio and television studios Panon TV (Subotica), RTS (Beograd), MTV1 (Budapest), Duna TV (Budapest),
Bartók (Budapest).

Piano Duo Recital
W. A. Mozart
Sonata for piano four-hands in C Major, K. 521
		Allegro
		Andante
		Allegretto
C. Saint-Saens
Variations on a Theme of Beethoven, Op. 35
B. Bartók
Seven Pieces from Mikrokosmos
W. Lutoslawski
Variations on a Theme by Paganini
W. A. Mozart (arr. Milica Ilić)
Don Giovanni Fantasie for piano four-hands
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Noémi Görög (born 1984. in Subotica) graduated Piano 2007. at the Faculty of Music Art in Belgrade, under
professor Ninoslav Živković, and finished her PhD studies at the same institution 2013, under the same
professor. She is the prize-winner of international piano competitions in Niš ("Young Pianists International
Competition", 1998. – II prize), Šabac ("Young Pianist International Festival", 2002.–I prize), Belgrade ("Petar
Konjović" International Piano Competition, 2002. – I prize, "EPTA" Piano Competition", 2003. – II prize, "Dr
Vojislav Vučković" Piano Memorial", 2005. – II prize, 2007. – III prize and 2011.- I prize and the title of Laureat, "Davorin Jenko" International Piano Competition, 2009.-I prize and the title of Laureat), Paris ("Nikolai
Rubinstein" International Piano Competition, 1997.– I, special prize), Torino ("Young Pianists International
Competition ", 1999. – I, special prize), Copenhagen ("Young Musician International Competition ", 2000. – I,
special prize with gold medal) and Rome ("Young Pianists International Competition", 2002. – II prize). As
a most talented piano student at the Belgrade Faculty of Music Art she was awarded the "Olga Mihajlović"
prize for academic year 2008. She performed solo-recitals and concerts in Serbia (Senta, Subotica, Novi
Sad, Niš, Beograd), Slovakia (Dunajska Streda), Hungary (Szeged, Szombathely, Békéscsaba, Budapest), Denmark (Copenhagen), Austria
(Reichenau), Italy (Roma, Velletri, Catania), Romania (Bucharest), France (Aix en Provence) and USA (Punta Gorda – Florida, Cleveland – Ohio).
She also performed with Philcharmonic Orchestra of Subotica, Vojvodina Philcharmonic Orchestra, Symphonic Orchestra of Belgrade Faculty
of Music Art, "Simfonietta" Chamber Orchestra from Budapest and Jugendsinfonieorchester München. She attended master-classes held by
Gulyás Márta, Jandó Jenő, Rohmann Imre, Yuri Bogdanov, Jacques Francois Antoniolli and Jacques Rouvier. She recorded for radio and television studios Panon TV (Subotica), RTS (Novi Sad), MTV1 (Budapest), Duna TV (Budapest), Bartók (Budapest), and Radio Vaticana (Rome).
As a member of the piano duo (with her sister Enikö Görög) she was the prize-winner of competitions in Belgrade ("Repuplic competition" 2000.
– I, special prize, "Petar Konjović" International Piano-duo Competition 2001. – III prize, "Davorin Jenko" International Piano-duo Competition
2008. – I, special prize), Torino ("Young Pianists International Competition", 1999. – I, special prize) and Rome ("Young Pianists International
Competition", 2002. – III prize). Oslo (Grieg competition, 2010. – III prize, and a special award for Bartok piece).

Piano Duo Recital
W. A. Mozart
Sonata for piano four-hands in C Major, K. 521
		Allegro
		Andante
		Allegretto
C. Saint-Saens
Variations on a Theme of Beethoven, Op. 35
B. Bartók
Seven Pieces from Mikrokosmos
W. Lutoslawski
Variations on a Theme by Paganini
W. A. Mozart (arr. Milica Ilić)
Don Giovanni Fantasie for piano four-hands
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Tatjana guberina (serbia)

David glen hatch (usa)

Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)

International Concert/Recording Artist, Arranger, Adjudicator,
Clinician, Author Master Teacher, MTNA (Orem, Utah)

Tatjana Guberina, the piano teacher, acquired her primary and secondary music education at the Isidor
Bajić Music School in the class of Professor Lydia Gvozdanović. She graduated from the Academy of Arts
in Novi Sad, in the class of professor Andrea Preger. Pedagogical work began in 1978 in the Isidor Bajić
Music School, where she still works. She is the founder of the Study of music education “Bravissimo” which
promotes music in Novi Sad elementary schools. Students of Tatjana Guberina have received numerous
awards in competitions at home and abroad. The greatest contribution of her work is to develop love for
music among young people.

Piano Recital: Class of Professor Tatjana Guberina
Miona Đorđević

S. Bortkiewicz: The Princess and the Pea
S. Bortkiewicz: On a sledge
Dimitrije Mušicki
L. Schytte: Where is the yellow flower
M. L. Petrović: Swallow and cat
Katarina Ratković
W. Alwzn: The sun is setting
E. Oriol: Do not shoot the pianist
Jana Krstić
E .Grieg: Morning
		
The Hebrew melodies
		
The song about spring
Mina Skoković
A.Nikolajev: Etude
Sara Agbaba
H. G. Heumann Malaguena
Marija Knežević
J. S. Bach Two-part Inventions in F Major
E. Grieg: Dance of the elves
Sujith Palanivasagam P. Hall: Alabama Bound
		
Gipsy Tango
		Tarantella
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Sara Petrović

J. C. F. Bach Allegretto in F Major
F. Tarrega: Adelita
H. Villa-Lobos: Samba-lele
Radovan Vuijičin
M. L. Petrović: Brother Jovo
			
Faulty Lazar
Natali Marković
C. Ehrenpries: Three Wishes
		
Wild horses
		Flamenco
Anastasija Nedeljković J. Haydn: Piano Sonata in E-Flat Major
		
II and III movement
I. Bajić: At the source
Bogdan Dunđerski
J. L. Dussek: Sonata in B-Flat Major,
		
I movement
F. Chopin: Waltz in B Minor

Four-time Grammy nominee, David Glen Hatch enjoys an active performance career on six continents.
Uniquely, he was an invited guest artist to perform in Kiev with the Ukrainian National Symphony in a program
honoring the 100-year anniversary of the birth of world-renowned pianist, Vladimir Horowitz. His discography
of 35 albums for Sony/BMG-Europe (Poland), Critics Choice Records, Arizona University Recordings, and
Covenant include a commissioned recording “Smitten with Britten”, of the complete published solo piano
music of British composer Benjamin Britten, “The World’s Greatest Piano Melodies”, with the famed Budapest Symphony Orchestra in Hungary, and “Let Freedom Ring”,a patriotic album of Hatch’s arrangements
performed live in the Arlington National Cemetery in memoriam of the victims of the 9/11 terrorist attacks.Additionally, Dr. Hatch is listed as one of the Best Teacher’s in America in Who’s Who Among American Teachers, 1998 and inInternational Who’s Who in Musicin2000 and 2008. His students have been winners in regional, national, and international
piano and piano teams competitions.His performances and interviews have been aired on PBS television, USA; TVE national television, Spain;
BBC, UK and classical radio stations in South Africa, Bulgaria, Norway, China, and Australia.David has served as a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Gina Bachauer International Piano Foundation and Competitions.

Piano Duo Recital with Ammon Bratt
David Glen Hatch:

W. A. Mozart
Adagio in B Minor, K. 540
A. Scriabin
Etude in C-sharp Minor, Op. 2, No. 1
		
Etude in D-sharp Minor, Op. 8, No. 12
Ammon Bratt:
R. Wagner/ M. Moszkowski
Isoldens Tod
			
(Schluß-Szene aus Tristan und Isolde)
		
S. Prokofiev 4 Etudes, Op. 2
David Glen Hatch:
S. Rachmaninoff
Elegie in E-flat Minor, Op. 3, No. 1
		
Musical Moments, Op. 16, No. 4 in E Minor
David Glen Hatch/Ammon Bratt:
F. Schubert
Fantasie in F Minor, Op. 103, D. 940
			
(for 1 piano 4 hands)

Piano Master Class
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Maria botelho hubler (brazil/usa)

Temple University, Taubman Seminar Faculty (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
Maria Botelho Hubler has a master degree in piano, from Temple University, USA with a full scholarship from
the Brazilian government, and a bachelor degree in piano from Faculdades de Artes Alcantara Machado,
SP, Brazil. She studied twice at Musica en Compostela, Spain, with a partial scholarship from the Spanish
government. Ms. Botelho Hubler has performed throughout Brazil, Spain and the USA. She has presented
lectures and lecture/recitals in Brazil and USA. She has been a guest artist with Orchestras in Brazil and the
USA. Most recently she has been a guest artist twice with Orquestra Sinfonica de Americana, Brazil. She
has premiered works of South American composers Eduardo Escalante and Michel C. Sheir. She has been
teaching piano and Suzuki piano for more than thirty years in Brazil and the USA. She taught at Temple University Preparatory Division, Academy of Community Music and Haddonfield School of Performing Arts. She
has received the Genia Robinor Award for teaching excellence and the Allison R. Maria E. Drake Award for
excellence in teaching ensemble, presented by the Piano Teachers Society of America. Her students have won competitions in Brazil and
the Tri-State area, USA, and performed at Ethical Society, Kimmel Center, Carnegie Hall and on television. She has been a faculty member of
the Taubman Seminar at Temple University, since 2008. Ms. Hubler has been studying the Taubman technique with Prof.Maria del Pico Taylor
since 1988.

Lecture: Dorothy Taubman Approach to Piano Technique (and overview)
A comprehensive and scientific approach to piano technique, which is learned from the music, is totally doable without relying in exercises. It
is a study of pianistic coordination, that will allow students to develop their pianistic skills to the fullest potential. A general introduction of the
approach, including some of the different concepts. Example: Single rotation, Double rotation, Shaping etc. Followed by a brief description of
each concept with musical examples. Illustrated by some video clips of teaching children the approach. It is an approach that has been proved
to prevent and cure injuries in pianists of all levels.
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Raisa isaacs (usa)
Raisa Isaacs, pianist and harpsichordist, earned Doctorate of Chamber Music at the Kazan State Conservatory, Russia and post-doctoral courses at Moscow Conservatory, Gnesinuch Russian Academy, Moscow,
Russia. As a harpsichordist she studied at Collegium of Early Music of the Moscow Conservatory, with
Lucy-Holman Russel (Germany) and Edward Parmentier (University of Michigan). She served as Associate
Professor and Head of Chamber Music and Accompaniment Department at Ufa State Institute of Arts, teaching chamber music, piano and harpsichord. She performed throughout republics of former USSR. She was
Artistic Director and harpsichordist of the “Early Music Ensemble” of USII. She taught at the Eastern Michigan
University and performed in the Detroit, New York, Ann Arbor, and Ypsilanti areas. She moved to Atlanta in
2003 and taught at the NMS of the Georgia State University and Georgia Perimeter College. Raisa Isaacs
moved to Boca Raton Florida in 2014 and teaches at Broward College. Her performances include Canon
Chapel of the Emory University, Oglethorpe University Museum of Arts, Steinway Piano Gallery, Reinhardt University, Monmouth Conservatory,
and Boston Early Music Festival. She is a coordinator of AEMA Baroque Keyboard Workshop. Raisa Isaacs is a frequent lecturer of Baroque
Keyboard Music and problems of authentic performance on the modern keyboard instruments.

DVD Presentation: Adaptation of the Harpsichord Idioms of Baroque Music on the Piano
The goal of the presentation is to introduce listeners to the main aspects of authentic Performance Practice of Baroque keyboard music, based
on baroque treatises of the 17-early 18c. and modern researches. Attempts of absorption and justification in application of baroque style
performed on harpsichord to modern keyboard instruments (piano) will be emphasized. The presentation will be accompanied by live performance on harpsichord and piano, so listeners would be introduced to the real sound of the authentic instrument in comparison with the modern
one. The possibilities of the creating adequate results on the piano will be discussed in the context of introducing to piano and harpsichord
instruments’ features. Following problems of the adaptation will be discussed during the presentation: articulation and rhetoric; baroque instruments dynamic limitations, contrasts, texture and dynamics, tempo and dynamics, adequate quality of legato, non legato and different types
of baroque staccato marks and combination of stacc. and legato on piano; baroque fingering on piano; eliminating Bach’s music technical
difficulties using authentic articulation-shift positions approach; rhythmic baroque deviations (Baroque”rubato”) adjustable and non-adjustable
to piano; pedaling (clarity and sonority of the harpsichord and damper pedaling, “vibrato” pedaling, “finger” pedaling).
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Stefan Jancic- (Serbia)
<

Ian Jones (UK)

Academy of Arts (Novi Sad)

Royal College of Music (London)

Stefan Jančić was born on May 14th, 1995 in Sombor. He began his musical education when he was 9 years
old, in Music school Petar Konjović in Sombor in the class of prof. Irena Mijailović. His achievements at domestic
piano competitions include the First prize at the Competition for young pianists in Belgrade, 2007; Second prize
at the Contest of young pianists in Belgrade, 2008; Second prize at the Contest of young pianists in Zrenjanin,
2008; Second award in solfeggio and music theory at the Competition of young Solfeggists in Pozarevac,
2008; First prize at the Contest of young talents in Cuprija, 2008; Second prize at the Contest of young pianists
in Zrenjanin, 2009; First prize at the Piano Competition in Zrenjanin, 2010; He enrolled Musical high school in
Sombor in the class of prof. Marina Džukljev. He then won a prize at the Piano Competition in Zrenjanin, 2011.
He continued his education at Isidor Bajić Music School in the class of prof. Slobodanka Stević where he also
won a number of significant awards and performances. Some of them stand out: Second award for solfeggio
at the Republic contest of solfeggio, music theory and musical skills tournament in Belgrade, 2011; First award
in music theory at the Republic contest of solfeggio, music theory and musical skills tournament in Belgrade
2011.; First prize at the International Piano Competition Memorial Dušan Protić, 2012; First award in the two-part singing at the Republic contest of
solfeggio, music theory and musical skills tournament in Belgrade 2013; Second prize at the International Competition for young pianists in Šabac
2014; Second prize in harmony and musical forms at the Contest of young Solfeggists in Požarevac 2014; Qualification to the semifinals at the
International Piano Competition Memorial in Novi Sad in 2014; Third prize at the Contest of young pianists in Šabac, in 2015. He is also the third
prize winner at the International competition in Varaždin in 2015. He has held two recitals in Sombor in 2013 and 2014 years. He has participated
in masterclasses renowned pianists and piano teachers – Andreachio Andrea, David Westfall, Veljko Glodić, Jokut Mihailović and others.

Young Concert Platform
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J. S. Bach
Prelude and fugue in G-Sharp Minor, WTC I, BWV 863
W. A. Mozart
Sonata No. 8 in A Minor, KV 310
		
Allegro maestoso
		
Andante cantabile con espressione
		Presto
I. Stravinsky
Etude in F-Sharp Major Op.7 No. 4
D. Scarlatti
Sonata in D Minor, K. 1
Sonata in D Minor, K. 9
Sonata in B Minor, K. 27
Sonata in B-Flat Major, K. 551
A. Scriabin
Piano Sonata No. 2 in G-Sharp Minor Op. 19
		Andante
		Presto
F.Chopin
Etude in A Minor Op. 25 No. 11

Ian Jones is Professor of Piano and Deputy Head of Keyboard at the Royal College of Music in London.
In May 2014 he was made a Fellow of the Royal College of Music by HRH Prince Charles. His career as a
Steinway Artist has taken him to all five continents. Appearances with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and
National Symphony Orchestra at London’s Royal Festival Hall and Barbican Hall include critically acclaimed
performances of Rachmaninov’s Second and Third Piano Concertos and Paganini Rhapsody as well as
concertos by Beethoven, Tchaikovsky, Grieg and Schumann. A prizewinner at the Leeds International Piano
Competition, he also won many prizes, including the prestigious Chappell Medal, whilst a student at RCM.
Other awards include the Vlado Perlemuter Piano Prize and a French Government Scholarship inviting him
to spend a year in Paris. His teachers included Maria Curcio, Gyorgy Sebok, Phyllis Sellick, Jerome Lowenthal and Alain Planès. He has broadcast for radio and television networks in many different countries and
his World Première performances and recordings of music by British composer Rebecca Clarke (on Dutton
Digital) have received much enthusiastic attention on radio and in the music press. On the recent release of his CD, Chopin: Summer in Nohant
(London Independent Records), Classic FM magazine drew comparison with Rubinstein and Arrau and claimed that “Jones possesses the
‘pearl’touch that marks out the finest Chopin exponents...his timing remains immaculate whatever the technical pressure.”International Piano
praised “some magically veiled sonorities and exquisite pianissimo…reminiscent of 1970s Pollini”and noted he “knows exactly how far to allow
phrases room to dream and breathe before being gently reined back into focus.”Gramophone praised his ability to “transform passages often
treated as superficial rhetoric into something thoughtful and communing”and BBC Music Magazine described his playing as having “a lyrical
elegance and unselfconscious purity of expression.”Ian Jones is a highly experienced and much sought-after teacher whose students have enjoyed international success. He is Artistic Director of the World Piano Teachers Association International Piano Competition and often serves on
the juries of other international piano competitions. He frequently examines and adjudicates at other leading conservatoires, including the Royal
Academy of Music in London, and is Diploma Examiner and Syllabus Consultant for the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music. He
regularly conducts international master classes, most recently in Serbia, Japan, Ireland, Greece, Italy and Moscow and at conservatoires such
as Sweden’s Royal College of Music and many keyboard faculties in USA. He was piano coach, music advisor and composer/performer on the
Oscar-nominated film Hilary and Jackie and has also written and performed music for France’s two national theatres in Paris and Strasbourg.

Piano Master Class
RCM Pre-Audition Consultations
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Judy Kehler Siebert (Canada)

University of Manitoba, Desautels Faculty of Music (Winnipeg)
Solo and concerto performances, teaching, lecturing and adjudicating opportunities have taken Judy to
Israel, Lithuania, Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia, Paraguay, Spain, Brazil, Cuba, and Italy, as well as North
America. In Chamber Music recitals, she has performed with members of the Israeli Philharmonic, Desautels
Piano Trio, 400 concerts with Quarks! trio across North America, and with leading artists such as Israeli percussionist, Chen Zimbalista, Swedish clarinet virtuoso Martin Frost, Canadian vocalists Valdine Anderson,
Kevin McMillan, and the Glinka Quartet from Moscow. She annually performs and teaches in Brazil at the
Rio International Cello Encounter with cellists from around the world. She is passionate about sharing music
whether as a teacher, performer or life-long student. In this spirit, Judy indulges in research of her life-long
enjoyment of jazz in Canada, New York, and Italy. A Masters graduate of the University of Toronto (Marek
Jablonski) and a Doctoral graduate of the Eastman School of Music in New York (Dr Jean Barr), Judy had
taught at seven universities in Canada and the USA before she returned to Winnipeg, Canada. Currently, she
is a Professor of Piano and Chamber Music, and Co-Chair of Collaborative Piano at the University of Manitoba’s Desautels Faculty of Music.

Lecture Recital: Schoenfield’s “Café Music” and Hatzis’s “Old Photographs”:
Is Imitation the Best Form of Flattery?
Contemporary American composer Paul Schoenfield’s music is often described as echoing the signature soundscapes of the great masters.
With this in mind, his compositions impart an infectious zest and distinctive flavor as he moves with “wizardly ease” among a variety of disparate
idioms, among them jazz, popular, vaudeville, klezmer and folk styles. Aspiring to compose music that “makes people sweat”, Schoenfield
is best known for integrating various American and Jewish folk and popular music with concert music. Similarly, Greek-Canadian composer
Christos Hatzis challenges the expectations of the compositional process by writing what he describes as “listener-centered” music. Old
Photographs is a hauntingly beautiful work that engages the listener viscerally as it crescendos into the “raunchiest of tangos”; it is presently
taking the concert stage by storm. Most of Hatzis’s compositions are inspired by his own Byzantine musical heritage and “a salutary allegory
for our own troubled times”. The Desautels Piano Trio will present a stylistic deconstruction of Schoenfield’s wildly successful Café Music and
introduce Hatzis’s musical eclecticism in a performance of Old Photographs.

Anna Kiefer (Usa)
Anna Kiefer is a music educator in San Antonio, Texas, USA. She received her Bachelor of Music degree
in Music Performance (Piano) from Trinity University in San Antonio, studying piano with Carolyn True and
composition with Timothy Kramer. Ms. Kiefer received her Master of Music degree in Piano Pedagogy and
Performance from the University of Texas at San Antonio, studying with Elizabeth Gutierrez. She has won
several awards and scholarships, most notably the Rotary Ambassadorial Scholarship, which allowed her to
study music pedagogy in a Kontaktstudium program for one year at the Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst Stuttgart in Stuttgart, Germany, studying with Uli Molsen. She is the founder and teacher of the
Anna Kiefer Piano Studio, an independent music studio in its sixteenth year, where she teaches piano, music
theory, improvisation, and composition to children and adults. Her students have won awards at local, state,
and international competitions. Ms. Kiefer is also an adjunct faculty member at Northeast Lakeview College
in San Antonio, where she teaches class piano, applied piano, and music appreciation. Additionally, she is
Vice Chairman of Education for the Chamber Orchestra of San Antonio (COSA), where she is currently creating a new educational outreach
program.

Lecture: Playing With Sound: Introducing Improvisation into Traditional Piano Lessons
When playing the piano, one of the greatest pleasures is revelling in the sound of the instrument. Improvisation, once an important part of a musician’s training, is the first step for students of all ages and abilities to deeply connect with the sound of their instrument and music in general.
This connection is especially important as the digital revolution and our evolving relationship with technology continue to shape the creative
expectations and needs of the modern piano student. This presentation will show techniques for introducing improvisation into traditional piano
lessons, and discuss resources for students and teachers alike.

Piano Trio Recital: Desautels Piano Trio
J. Turina
P. Schoenfield
A. Piazzolla
C. Hatzis
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Piano Trio No. 2 in B Minor Op. 76
Cafe Muisc
Primavera Portena, Spring
Old Photographs
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Danijela Klickovic- (Serbia)
<

Justin Kitson (UK)

Isidor Bajić Music School (Novi Sad)

Justin Kitson is barrister at London chambers specialising in property, commercial and music law. He studies
piano privately with Professor Ian Jones, Deputy Head of Keyboard at the Royal College of Music. His musical interests include late Beethoven analysis, the piano music of Lennox Berkley, and the operas of Richard
Strauss. He lives in London and Harrogate, North Yorkshire, England.

		

Piano Recital: Amateur Concert Podium
L. van Beethoven

Piano Sonata No. 5 in C minor, Op. 10 No. 1

		

Allegro molto e con brio

		

Adagio molto

		Prestissimo
J. Brahms

7 Fantasien, Op. 116

		

Capriccio. Presto energico

		

Intermezzo. Andante

		

Capriccio. Allegro passionate

		

Intermezzo. Adagio

		

Intermezzo. Andante con grazia ed intimissio sentimento

		

Intermezzo. Andantino teneramente

		

Capriccio. Allegro agitato

Danijela is a musicologist and master art theoretic. She graduated musicology studies at Novi Sad Academy of Arts. She attended advanced interdisciplinary master studies “Interculturality, Art Management and
Mediation in the Balkans” at Belgrade University of Arts. Presently, she attends interdisciplinary PhD studies
“Methods of Teaching History of Music” (Novi Sad Faculty of Philosophy). Danijela has been working in Isidor
Bajić Music School in Novi Sad since 1994 as a teacher of history of music with introduction to music literature, and since 2002 she has been also engaged as an assistent director for projects, marketing and public
relations. She has been a member of Serbian Association of Music and Ballet Pedagogues since 2004. She
was awarded the Annual Award of Serbian Association of Music and Ballet Schools and Serbian Association of Music and Ballet Pedagogues, for the accomplished results in the field of pedagogy. During the last
two decades, she has participated in numerous important projects as an author, editor, scenarist, master
of ceremonies, producer, organizer and PR specialist. She has obtained professional experience on a number of positions, ever since she
was a student: in the Novi Sad Academy of Arts library, Radio Novi Sad, TV Novi Sad, TV Most, Dnevnik daily newspapers, Isidor Bajić Music
School, Jeunesses Musicales Novi Sad, etc. She has been a president of Jeunesses Musicales Yougoslavie/Serbia and Montenegro since
2002. Danijela has also been a vice-president of Senate of Jeunesses Musicales Novi Sad since 2000, and regular associate and member of
organizing team of Novi Sad Music Festival NOMUS. In April this year, she published a DVD book “NOMUS - A Reason For More”, about 35th
edition of Novi Sad Music Festivities (NOMUS) and 40 years since first NOMUS was held, which gives a very detailed retrospective of the Festival from the very begging in 1975, till nowadays. She is engaged in different professional activities and she enjoys them all with equal eagerness
and energy. She has been writing about Isidor Bajić and his professional achievements and composer work from different perspectives. She
is the author of paper “85 Years since First Performance of Knez Ivo od Semberije Opera”, term paper in National History of Music II during the
studies at Novi Sad Academy of Arts; “Opera Knez Ivo od Semberije” (text with a list of all opera performances), catalogue for Serbian National
Theatre for the occasion of the first performance of the opera (June 1996); promotion of the paper “Isidor Bajic: Djavolan”, City Library in Novi
Sad (September 1998); author of script, program book and CD “For the Occasion of 120 Anniversary of Isidor Bajić Birth”, Studio M, Novi Sad
(November 1998). She graduated in June 1998 on the topic “Isidor Bajić - A Pedagogue, Melographer and Publisher”. She was also the author
and scenarist of the TV serial of the same title (three 30 minutes shows), recorded in the co-production of Documentary Program Department
and Music Redaction of TV Novi Sad (February 1999), which has been shown a number of times on Radio Television of Vojvodina. At the begining of the 8th World Conference of Piano Pedagogues, she will present to the foreign audience and remind the Serbian audience to and about
Isidor Bajić’s life and work, as a part of the project

In the Honor and Memory of the Founder
Isidor Bajić was important personality as a composer, pedagogue, collector of folk songs, publisher, music writer and cultural missionary of
Novi Sad and Vojvodina region at the beginning of 20th century, and founder of one of the oldest music schools in Serbia in 1909.
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Wojciech Kocyan (Usa/Poland)

Loyola-Marymount University (Los Angeles, California)

Eleonora Kojucharov (Italy/Belgium/France)
University of Gent (Belgium)
University of Paris 8 (France)

Dr. Wojciech Kocyan was praised for his “highly distinctive performances (…) superb, intelligent artistry (…)”
– Classics Today.com and“incisive temperament, impeccable technique and sumptuous tone” – Le Monde
de la Musique.He was born in Poland. He is a laureate of several international piano competitions, including
F.Busoni and Viotti, as well as a special prizes winner of the XI International Chopin Competition and the First
Prize winner of the Paderewski Piano Competition. He performed in Europe, America, Australia and Japan,
He has recorded for television, radioa nd film. In September 2007 the Gramophone magazine, published in
London and considered the world’s most prestigious classical music journal, chose Mr. Kocyan’s recording
of Prokofiev, Scriabin and Rachmaninoff as one of 50 best classical recordings ever made, alongside recordings of such luminaries as Leonard Bernstein, Dietrich Fisher-Dieskau, Nicolaus Harnoncourt and Arthur
Rubinstein.Dr. Kocyan has been invited to give masterclasses in France, Hungary, Austria, Poland, Mexico and United States. He is Clinical
Professor of Piano and Artist-in-Residence at Loyola-Marymount University in Los Angeles.He is also the Artistic Director of the American International Paderewski Piano Competition in Los Angeles and is on the faculty of J. Perry Academy of Music in LosAngeles.

Eleonora Kojucharov, born in Rome (Italy) in 1978, started studying piano with her father Vassil Kojucharov, Bulgarian composer and conductor. Graduated with honours at the Conservatory of Rome in Piano,
Chamber music, Piano pedagogy, Music education and Music Aesthetics, she developed a multifaceted
background in history, analysis and performance of music. Appreciated as a soloist and regularly performing with different chamber music ensembles classical and contemporary repertoires in Italy and Europe,
Eleonora is also a passionate pedagogue, working since 2000 as a piano professor and accompanist in
Italy, Belgium (Lemmens Instituut - Leuven in 2012) and recently in France. She combines her career as a
pianist with her interests in artistic research on piano interpretation and pedagogy, attending her PhD in
Arts Sciences (University of Gent, Belgium – University of Paris 8, France), on bodily expression and musical
gestures in piano performance, with a particular regard to the piano music of Luciano Berio. Her research
topics also include studies on piano touch (presented at ISME international conference in Brazil - 2014 and published on the journal of music
analysis “Analitica” – 2015), and on the pedagogical aspects of contemporary repertoire for developing technical and expressive piano skills.

Piano Master Class

Lecture Recital: Expressive Movements in Berio's Encores for Piano:
Approaching Sounds through a Visual Perspective
This lecture-concert aims at exploring the expressive aspects of Berio's 6 Encores for piano, particularly focusing on the physical gestures and
movements of pianists during performance. Luciano Berio wrote the 6 Encores over four decades of his life (from 1965 to 1990), driven by various purposes, apparently more linked to personal events rather than to specific artistic aims. However, the composer gave a sort of thematic
coherence and unity to these short, as well as pianistically very rich pieces, by finding his inspiration in the elements of nature and their inner
sense of motion. This aspect seems to be very well expressed by the sense of movement given to sounds and created through a very subtle
expressive keyboard control and manipulation. As such, the Encores not only allow a theoretical view on the compositional processes in Berio's
piano production, but also open up interesting insights for analyzing piano performance from the perspective of movement: by taking piano
execution and video-analysis as starting points, this study proposes, in fact, a reflection on the expressive role of musical gestures, approaching practical questions of interpretation, piano technique and pedagogy from a visual and a physical point of view.
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Paul Josef Krystofiak (Usa)

University of St. Thomas (Houston, Texas)

Paul Krystofiak has been Professor of Piano at the University of St. Thomas, Houston, Texas since 1986.
He is the Founding Director of the Music Preparatory School where he supervises faculty and seven summer music programs whit over ninety attending tuition-free from generous grant, including the popular Math
and Music Academy. Krystofiak’s piano camp is the longest running summer program at the university. At
nineteen, Mr. Krystofiak was piano soloist on a European tour sponsored by the Friendship Ambassadors of
the United States. He earned degrees in piano performance from Viterbo University where he was named
Outstanding Alumnus in 1990. His graduate degrees in performance and piano pedagogy are from the
University of Houston where he studied with legendary pianist Abbey Simon for five years. Other teachers
Mr. Krystofiak studied with include Ruth Laredo, Rudolf Serkin and faculty from the Paris Conservatory and
Julliard. In addition he studied with Andrzej Dutkiewicz of the Chopin Academy in Warsaw, Poland. Under his
tutelage, students have performed successfully in local and international competitions including several winners who performed as winners at
Carnegie Hall, New York City. Active in music associations, Paul received the “Teacher of the Year” award and a service award during his six
years as president of the Houston Music Teachers Association. He has lectured at eight international workshops, served on national music
panels, regularly gives masterclasses and adjudicates for competitions. Founding vice president of the Chopin Society of Houston and Houston
Young Artists Concerts, he was honored with the international advisor of the year award for his work with the Gamma Tau music fraternity.

Lecture: Concert Attendance; Nurturing our Youth for the Future of Classical Music
As a strong advocate of music education for everyone, numerous approaches of mentoring our students are examined to ensure the future
and encourage the appreciation of music and attendance of classical concerts. The piano instructor is an essential part of instilling a student’s
desire to make music and to attend concerts and recitals. Yet, concert attendance is becoming a major concern with new technology and
video recordings. Why attend a concert in person? How do we nurture and ensure that our students attend and appreciate a live performance?
What can be done in our interaction with students to set an example for their future support and appreciation of live classical performances?
As part of our mission, we seek to enlighten, excite and educate all children and adults who have a desire to make music a part of their lives.
Music study incites intellect, stimulates innate beauty and contributes to a lifetime of music making. Whether through performances or as an
active concert attendee, music increases the quality of life and nourishing the human spirit. The goal to provide each student with a stimulating
environment tailored to his or her musical needs ensuring a lifetime of concert attendance and involvement.

Piano Master Class
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William Lipke (Usa)

Adams State University (Alamosa, Colorado)
Pianist William Lipke maintains an active schedule as a performer, composer and teacher. He has performed
with musicians of international stature such as the Ying Quartet (four different seasons) and international opera baritone Håkan Hagegård. He has performed numerous solo recitals in the U.S. and in Europe, including
recitals in St. Petersburg, Russia. Appearances with orchestra include the Liszt Concerto in A Major, which
was broadcast on public radio. He has given numerous presentations at state, national and international
conventions. Lipke holds the D.M.A. degree in piano performance from the University of Cincinnati CollegeConservatory of Music. His early teacher was a graduate of the Royal College of Music in London and he first
appeared as a concerto soloist with a youth orchestra at the age of twelve. He studied privately with Ozan
Marsh (who studied with Liszt pupil Emil von Sauer and also had lessons with Egon Petri, Horowitz and Rachmaninoff), with Walter Hautzig, and in master class with Menahem Pressler and chamber music with the
LaSalle Quartet and Dorothy Delay. One of his students performed as a soloist with the Honolulu Symphony.

Piano Recital: Recital with Commentary and World Premiere of Etudes
A solo recital with commentary commemorating the 330th anniversary of the birth of Johann Sebastian Bach.
J. S. Bach
French Suite No. 5 in G Major, BWV 816
		Allemande
		Courante
		Sarabande
		Gavotte
		Bourrée
		Loure
		Gigue
W. Lipke
Etudes (World Premiere)
F. Liszt
Tarantella
			 (from Années de pèlerinage, 2nd year, Venezia e Napoli)
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Nuno Marques (Portugal)

Manuel Matarrita (Costa Rica)
University of Costa Rica (San José)

Portuguese pianist Nuno da Silva Marques is currently based in New York City where he is completing
his doctoral studies at Rutgers University with prof. Min Kwon having previously completed the Advanced
Diploma in piano at NYU with prof. José Ramón Méndez. Nuno was awarded the prestigious Reinhold
Scholarship which supported his studies at NYU. Nuno graduated from the Guildhall School of Music and
Drama, London, where he studied with Artur Pizarro, also completing his Master’s Degree in Advanced Piano
Performance at the Royal College of Music, London, with Niel Immelman and a second Master’s degree in
Piano Pedagogy, Aveiro University, Portugal. His studies have been sponsored by the European Union, NYUReinhold Foundation, Fundação Gulbenkian and AAMSL - Portugal. Nuno also worked with Irina Zaritzkaya,
Vitaly Margoulis, Dominique Weber and Lazar Berman; and chamber music with Beaux Arts Piano Trio,
Takaks Quartet, Florestan Piano Trio, Gary Hoffman, Ilia Grubert. He was also awarded prizes in piano
competitions in London and Portugal. Nuno is committed to chamber music and is a founding member of the Vianna da Motta Piano Trio
with whom he recorded for the Centro Atlantico label. Nuno has commissioned and premiered new works for solo piano. He performed with
important formations such as Underground Contemporary Music, Krater Ensemble and Cre-Art Project. He had the opportunity to perform
throughout Europe in important venues and festivals: St. Martin-in-the-Fields, London, Quincena Musical Donostiarra, Transeuropeennes
Festival – France, Musikaste – San Sebastian. He has also performed solo with the Artave Symphony Orchestra and the Orquestra do Norte,
Portugal and frequently recorded live concerts for Antena2 Radio Portugal. In 2015 Nuno Marques had his debut at Carnegie Hall and has
recently arrived from an eigh concert tour throughout China.

Piano Recital
F. Chopin

Impromptu No. 1 in A-Flat Major, Op. 29
Impromptu No. 2 in F-Sharp Major, Op. 36
C. Debussy
Images, Book 2
		
No. 1 Cloches a travers les feuilles
		
No. 2 Et la lune descend sur le temple qui fit
		
No. 3 Poissons d’or
F. Liszt
Ballade No. 2 in B Minor, S. 171
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A native of Costa Rica, Dr. Manuel Matarrita was the winner of the prestigious National Music Award in his
country in 2012. He has appeared as a soloist and accompanist in the most important venues of Costa Rica.
He has also performed in countries such as Spain, Nicaragua, Guatemala, El Salvador, Perú, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba and the United States. He has recently released his cd recording entitled Una milpa y buenos
güeyes, featuring piano music by Costa Rican composers. He performed the world premiere of Jerry Sieg´s
Toccata for Piano and Strings and the first recording of Colombian composer Luis Carlos Figueroa´s Concerto for Piano and Orchestra to be released in July 2014. Since 2008, Dr. Matarrita has been one of the official
pianists of the International Voice Competition Ciudad de Trujillo in Perú. Upcoming events include the performance of the world premiere of Costa Rican composer Sergio Delgado´s Fantasia Concertante with the
UCR Orchestra, as well as works by Mozart and Beethoven with the American Philharmonic Sonoma (Santa
Rosa, California). He holds degrees in Piano Performance from The University of Costa Rica, The University of New Orleans, and Louisiana
State University. He is a Professor of Piano at the University of Costa Rica, currently serving as the Director of the School of Music. Matarrita is
also a member of board of directors of the María Clara Cullell International Piano Competition.

Recital: Romantic Expression in Latin American Piano Music
A. B.Mangoré/C. Payés
La catedral
H. V. Lobos
Ciclo Brasileiro
		
No. 2 Impressoes seresteiras
I. Cervantes
Serenata cubana
M. M. Ponce
Intermezzo in E Minor
P. H. Allende
Dos tonadas de carácter popular chileno, No. 5, No. 7
J. Fonseca
Leda (Vals Intemezzo)
Rayo de Sol (Pasillo)
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Matthew Mclachlan (UK)

Chetham’s School of Music (Manchester)
Fourteen year old Matthew comes from a musical family and began piano lessons with his father at the age
of four. After passing grade 8 in 2011, he entered Wells cathedral School as a specialist musician for two
years, studying with John Byrne. In 2013, he entered Chetham’s school of Music where his teacher is Dina
Parakhina. He also studies cello with Gillian Thoday. Matthew passed the ATCL recital diploma with distinction in 2014. He has performed Ravel’s G major and Mendelssohn’s G minor concertos. Last year he was
a prizewinner in the Mazovia Chopin Festival in Poland, which led to engagements in Warsaw. As a result
of winning the World Piano Teachers’ Association special award in Mazovia, Matthew has been invited for
masterclasses and a 50-minute solo recital in Novi Sad this June. Away from music, Matthew is interested in
languages and enjoys playing football for Hazel Grove United.

Young Concert Platform: Special WPTA Award
J. S. Bach
Partita No. 2 in C Minor, BWV 826
		Sinfonia
L. van Beethoven
Six Variations in F Major Op. 34
F. Chopin
Polonaise in E-Flat Minor, Op. 26
A. Scriabin
24 Preludes, Op. 11
		
No. 12 in G-Sharp Minor
		
No. 13 in G-Flat Major
		
No. 14 in E-Flat Minor
		
No. 15 in D-Flat Major
		
No. 16 in B-Flat Minor
S. Rachmaninoff
Morceaux de fantasie, Op. 3, No. 2, Prelude in C-Sharp Minor
Prelude Op. 23, No. 1 in F-Sharp Minor
F. Liszt
Vallée d’obermann
		
(Années de pèlerinage, First year, Switzerland)
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Murray Mclachlan (UK)

EPTA/EPTA UK/RNCM/Chetham’s School of Music (Manchester)
WPTA Honorary President (UK)
Murray McLachlan, Chair of EPTA executive council and EPTA UK (European Piano Teachers’ Association) is
Head of Keyboard at Chetham’s School of Music and a Senior Tutor at the Royal Northern College of Music.
McLachlan has made over 40 commercial recordings which have consistently received outstanding reviews,
including key recordingand rosettestatus in the Penguin Guide to CDs. He has performed on all five continents and also serves regularly on juries of international piano competitions. McLachlan is founder/artistic
Director of the Chetham’s International Summer school and festival for Pianists, Europe’s largest summer
school devoted exclusively to the piano (www.pianosummerschool.com). In 2007 McLachlan launched the
first Manchester International Concerto Competition for Young Pianists (www.pianoconcertocompetition.
com) an event which was presented for the fourth time in August 2013. McLachlan is also a well-known
writer, and is currently editor of Piano Journal. In 2014 Faber published his book 'foundations of technique' and later this year will publish its
successor 'Piano technique in Practice'. In June 2012 the University of Dundee awarded him an honorary Doctorate for outstanding services
to music and education. Murray McLachlan is currently artistic director of the Camel House concerts’ Lanzarote, for whom he performed the
32 Beethoven sonatas.

Piano Recital
J. McLeod
C. Debussy

Sonata No. 5
Douze Etudes
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Toshikazu Mizunuma (Japan)
Toshikazu Mizunuma was born in 1976. He started playing piano at the age of 8 and has been studying composition since the age of 9. He finished musicology as a part of music high school and graduated at the Tokyo
National University of Fine Arts and Music. So far, he has won many prizes in Japan. At present he focuses
on both of hisinterests, piano and composition. He has been giving numerous recitals in Japan which include
broad repertoire from baroque to contemporary music. He has also performed as an ensemble pianist too,
and costarred with a lot of domestic artists. He has attended the master class of Brazilian pianist and baritone
singer Calmo Balboza in Tokyo. He passed the formal pianist audition of New York opera casting, given by
composer Hosokawa Toshio, and his performance was reported on the NHK radio in Japan and was also
introduces by other press agencies (NHK Television, Japan Times, Chopin Magazine etc.). In recent years he played in many countries including
Italy Spain, France, Germany, Poland, Turkey, Mexico etc. and many well-known pianists and musicians praised his performances. He published a CD in 2013. He participated World Piano Conference in Novi Sad in 2014. At present, he is a member of Japan federation of musicians.

Piano Recital
D. Scarlatti
Piano Sonata in C Major K.159
J. Brahms
Variations on an Original Theme in D Major Op. 21 No. 1
S. Prokofiev
Piano sonata No. 6 in A Major Op. 82
		
Allegro Moderato
		Allegretto
		
Tempo di valzer lentissimo
		Vivace
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Heather O’donnell (Usa/Germany)

Performing Arts Medicine Association
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Musikphysiologie und Musikermedizin
EPTA
American pianist Heather O’Donnell has performed throughout America, Asia, Africa, Europe and the Middle
East. She was featured on Deutschland Radio, Radio France, and Deutsche Welle Television and gave lectures and masterclasses at Columbia University, New England Conservatory, the Hochschule für Musik Mannheim and Rhodes University (South Africa). Heather O'Donnell was the first prize winner (soloist category)
in the Fifth Krzysztof Penderecki International Competition in Kraków, Poland. She was featured in a film by
the German filmmaker and philosopher Alexander Kluge. Heather O'Donnell began studying piano at the age
of five and was most influenced her teachers Charles Milgrim, Stephen Drury, Lilian Kallir, and Peter Serkin.
She also worked closely with Yvonne Loriod-Messiaen and Emanuel Ax. Recently her focus has shifted from
performing to pedagogical work with musicians, particularly pianists, suffering from neurodegenerative diseases or neurological dysfunction.
She recently obtained a degree in Psychology from the Freie Universität, and participated in conferences and certificate courses in the fields of
physiology, psychology, and neurology. This work was profiled in a radio documentary for Deutschlandfunk: “Keys, Hands, Neural Networks.
The pianist Heather O’Donnell.” In 2012 she served as a jury member at the Concours international de piano d'Orléans. She lives in Berlin where
she maintains an active teaching studio.

Lecture: Marsyas bound: Neurological Dysfunction and its Impact on Pianists,
from a Pedagogical Perspective. Rehabilitative Work at the Instrument with Affected Pianists.
Neurological dysfunction in pianists can arise from a myriad of causes, including musculoskeletal disorders, repetitive strain, psychological
stress, inflammatory conditions, as well as preexisting genetic and environmental factors affecting the central and peripheral nervous system.
In the past decades, there has been an increasing call for a heightened awareness in music instruction of anatomical, physiological, and neurological principles, as well as for interdisciplinary dialog between medical doctors, physiotherapists, psychotherapists, body therapists (for
example practitioners of Feldenkrais and Alexander techniques) and music pedagogues, with the goal of preventing and rehabilitating musicians’ injuries. This presentation provides an overview of neurological dysfunction and its impact on pianists, including diagnostic measures for
distinguishing muscular/skeletal injuries from neurological impairments as well as identifying early warning signals for injuries, interpreting pain
signals, sensing when to involve a doctor or therapist, and approaches to addressing technical issues (i.e. developing a heightened sensation
of the playing mechanism through imagery and metaphor) in order to support students afflicted with neurological impairments.
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Andrián Pertout (Australia/Chile)

University of Melbourne, Melbourne Conservatorium of Music (Melbourne)
In 2007, Andrián Pertout completed a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degree at the University of Melbourne on
Tweddle Trust, APA and MRS scholarships, studying composition under the guidance of Brenton Broadstock. Composition awards include the Jean Bogan Prize, John Cage Centennial Wolf Museum of Music
and Art Composition Prize (USA), Friends & Enemies of New Music Composition Prize (USA), Betty Amsden
Award and Louisville Orchestra Prize (USA). He is currently the Australian Delegate of the ACL (Asian Composers’ League), Honorary Fellow at the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music (University of Melbourne), and
between 2009 and 2013 was President of the Melbourne Composers’ League. Andrián’s music has been
performed in over thirty-five countries by orchestras, ensembles and performers that include the Melbourne
and Tasmanian Symphony Orchestras, The Louisville Orchestra (USA), Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra
(Israel), Orquestra Petrobrás Sinfônica (Brazil), Vietnam National Symphony Orchestra (Vietnam), Orquesta
Sinfónica de Puerto Rico (Puerto Rico), Orquesta Sinfónica de Chile and Concepción (Chile), Logos Foundation Robot Orchestra (Belgium),
University of Hong Kong Gamelan Orchestra (China), La Chapelle Musicale de Tournai (Belgium), Oare String Orchestra (UK), Noah Getz (USA),
Phyllis Chen (USA), Michael Kieran Harvey (Australia), Ónix Ensamble (Mexico), Ensamble Contemporáneo (Chile), Ensemble MD7 (Slovenia),
Quinteto CEAMC (Argentina), Sonemus Ensemble (Bosnia-Herzegovina), Ensemble TIMF (Korea), Omni Ensemble (USA), and the Ensemble
für Neue Musik Zürich (Switzerland).

Lecture: Defining Eclecticism in the New Millennium:
Luz meridional, Twenty-four Études for Pianoforte, no. 411 (2009-2012)
“Luz meridional” or “Southern Light” was commissioned by Julian Burnside AO QC and especially composed for Australian pianist Michael
Kieran Harvey as part of a 2009 State Library of Victoria Creative Fellowship, and while each individual movement pays homage to one of
twenty-four early Australian composers, the work as a whole represents a Homenaje a Henry Cowell (1897-1965). The twenty-four solo piano
études incorporate quotations from early Australian composers sourced from the State Library of Victoria’s Australian Manuscripts collection,
and represents a composition project dedicated to researching melodic material from the State Library of Victoria’s Australian Manuscripts collection in order to then compose a set of twenty-four études for solo piano, utilizing and transforming this material in various ways: contrapuntal
procedures, formal structures, pointillism, time point sets, tempo canons, combinatoriality, imitation, linear additive composition models, ornamentation, ostinato, quotations, rhyme schemes, serialism, inversions and palindromes, interval exploration, reharmonization, additive rhythms,
bell ringing sequences, De Bruijn sequences, isorhythms, metric modulations, non-retrogradable rhythms, polyrhythms, True Random Number
Generators, etc. In 2012, the work was recognized as the Winner of the Jean Bogan Prize (University of Newcastle, Newcastle, Australia) –
Australia’s most prestigious award for classical piano composition.
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Oleg Pokhanovski (Canada)

University of Manitoba, Desautels Faculty of Music (Winnipeg)
Oleg Pokhanovski is a top prizewinner of eight prestigious international violin competitions including the Paganini in Genova, Sarasate in Pamplona and CIEM in Geneva among others, and was First Prize Winner of the
1990 Scheveningen International Violin Competition. He is also a twice recipient of the prestigious Canada
Council National Career Development Grant, as well as a multiple recipient of Conceil des Arts du Quebec
and Manitoba Arts Council Grants. Pokhanovski has performed in the U.S., Canada, Europe, Israel and Russia, giving over 2000 concerts in total. He has been presented in the Carnegie Recital Hall, the Grand Hall
in Moscow, the Concertgebouw, Knight Hall in Prague, Place des Arts in Montréal and others. His concerts
brought rave reviews claiming him “Russian Paganini” and describing his playing as “brilliant”, “phenomenal”,
“outstanding”, and “extraordinary”. Pokhanovski is also in much demand as a pedagogue and presently
holds the position of Associate Professor of Violin at the Marcel A. Desautels Faculty of Music at the University of Manitoba, having previously held the same position at the Lake State Superior University in Michigan. Mr. Pokhanovski can
on three released CDs, entitled Solo Violin, The Mirror Image, and La Valse.

be heard

Lecture Recital: Schoenfield’s “Café Music” and Hatzis’s “Old Photographs”:
Is Imitation the Best Form of Flattery?
Contemporary American composer Paul Schoenfield’s music is often described as echoing the signature soundscapes of the great masters.
With this in mind, his compositions impart an infectious zest and distinctive flavor as he moves with “wizardly ease” among a variety of disparate
idioms, among them jazz, popular, vaudeville, klezmer and folk styles. Aspiring to compose music that “makes people sweat”, Schoenfield
is best known for integrating various American and Jewish folk and popular music with concert music. Similarly, Greek-Canadian composer
Christos Hatzis challenges the expectations of the compositional process by writing what he describes as “listener-centered” music. Old
Photographs is a hauntingly beautiful work that engages the listener viscerally as it crescendos into the “raunchiest of tangos”; it is presently
taking the concert stage by storm. Most of Hatzis’s compositions are inspired by his own Byzantine musical heritage and “a salutary allegory
for our own troubled times”. The Desautels Piano Trio will present a stylistic deconstruction of Schoenfield’s wildly successful Café Music and
introduce Hatzis’s musical eclecticism in a performance of Old Photographs.

Piano Trio Recital: Desautels Piano Trio
J. Turina
P. Schoenfield
A. Piazzolla
C. Hatzis

Piano Trio No. 2 in B Minor Op. 76
Cafe Muisc
Primavera Portena, Spring
Old Photographs
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Seán Rooney (Ireland)

Seán Rooney, a 21-year-old Northern Irish pianist, began to play the piano at the age of 5. From the age
of 11 he studied under Dr John O'Conor at the Royal Irish Academy of Music in Dublin. He is currently a
scholarship student at the Royal Academy of Music in London where he studies under Professor Christopher Elton. Seán has won numerous prizes in Ireland including the Teissier Bursary from the Royal Irish
Academy of Music and the Morris Grant Bursary from the Feis Ceoil in Dublin. At the age of 16, he was a
piano finalist in the BBC Young Musician of the Year Competition. He has concertized in Ireland, the UK,
Germany and Spain, and has appeared as soloist with the Hibernia Orchestra in Dublin, the Camerata Ireland Orchestra and the Torún Symphony Orchestra in Poland. He has also performed for the President of
Ireland and has made numerous appearances on Irish radio. In recent years, Seán has undertaken summer studies at the Banff Centre in Canada, the Aspen Music Festival in Colorado and the Euro Arts Festival
in Germany. He has participated in masterclasses with Stephen Hough, Joanna Macgregor, Jacques
Rouvier and Katarzyna Popowa-Zydroń, amongst others.

			

Neil Rutman (Usa)

As a young man Neil Rutman distinguished himself as a top prize winner in several International Competitions
including the Busoni, Kapell, Casadesus, Joanna Hodges, Concert Artist Guild, and International Johann
Sebastian Bach Competition. He has appeared in Carnegie Hall, Al\-ice Tully Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall,
Tokyo’s Bunka Kaikan and the Schola Cantorum in Paris with concert tours of the United Kingdom, Europe,
New Zealand, Japan, and the Persian Gulf. Recordings include releases on ASV and Centaur, including an
all Poulenc CD, with Emmy Award winning actor Tony Randall providing the narration in The Story of Babar
the Little Elephant. Since 2000 his students have won top prizes in the Kappell International Competition, the
East West Artist Auditions in New York City, and the Clara Wells Competition. In 2015 his book Stories, Images, and Magic from the Piano Literature was published and was listed in late May No. 3 Hot New Release
on Amazon. A former collegiate boxer, Mr. Rutman also coaches the University of Central Arkansas Boxing
Team. A Volunteer Probation Officer, last year Mr. Rutman was one of two Arkansans to receive the Barack
Obama Presidential Drum Major Award for his work with troubled youth in Faulkner County.

Piano Recital

J. S. Bach
Partita No. 1 in B-Flat Major, BWV 825
I. Albéniz
El Corpus Christi en Sevilla
		
(from Iberia Book 1)
A. Scriabin
Sonata No. 3 in F-Sharp Minor, Op. 23
		Drammatico
		Allegretto
		Andante
		
Presto con fuoco

Piano Recital
L. van Beethoven
F. Schubert
S. Rachmaninoff

Rondo in the Hungarian Style, Op. 129
Sonata in B-Flat Major, D. 960
Prelude in B-Flat Major, Op. 23 No. 2
Moment Musicaux, Op. 16, No. 3
Prelude in E-Flat, Op. 23, No. 4
Moment Musicaux, Op. 16, No. 4

Lecture: Pain or Pleasure: Preventing Tension and Injury in order to play Beautifully
This discussion covers a series of practices that cause most pianists at one time or another to fall prey to tension or rigidity. Tension hampers
the beauty of good tone, as well as destroys the horizontal musical flow. Additionally, tension is the cause of most pianistic injuries and should
be continually assessed and immediately discarded, especially by those genetically predisposed to certain injuries. This presentation explores
four of those causes of tension and rigidity.

Piano Master Class
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Lilia Salsano (Argentina)

Lilia Salsano is one of the young outstanding international pianists from Argentina. She frequently performs
at prestigious world Festivals such as Festival Martha Argerich, Notte Argentina (Italy), International Festival
of Classical Music – Por los Caminos del Vino (Argentina), among others. During 2013, invited by the Boston
University (USA), she performed recitals in the USA. The recital called A Journey Through Latin America,
sponsored by Steinway & Sons and Steinert & Sons, presented works by latin-american authors. As a result
of her outstanding performance, the label Triton Music Services has decided to produce the CD/DVD A
night at the Tsai Performance Centre and make the USA release next year. Lilia has upcoming presentations
in Argentina, Spain, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Belgium, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay. She has a varied
repertoire that includes not only western composers but also Latin American composers, making several
world premieres. She has won national (Argentina) and international piano competitions. She graduated at
Universidad Nacional del Litoral. Salsano is a faculty member at the Liceo Municipal Antonio Fuentes del
Arco de Santa Fe.

Piano Recital: American and Argentinian works
J. Aguirre
Idilio
G. Gershwin
Tres Preludios
		
Allegro ben ritmato e deciso
		
Andante con moto e poco rubato
		
Allegro ben ritmato e deciso
A. Ginastera
Tres Danzas Argentinas, Op. 2
		
Danza del viejo boyero
		
Danza de la moza donosa
		
Danza del viejo matrero
Á. Villoldo (arr. C. Mendez)
El choclo Tango
E. S. Discépolo (arr. C. Mendez)
Cambalache Tango
A. Piazzola
Adiós Nonino Tango Rhapsody
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Christopher Seed (UK)

A graduate of the Royal College of Music, where he studied from 1982 to 1987 with Peter Element and John
Barstow, Christopher Seed later studied privately with Christopher Elton and Alexander Kelly, taking part in
masterclasses with Pascal Rogé, Menahem Pressler and Paul Badura-Skoda. He made his professional debut in 1990 at St John’s, Smith Square, London. Yonty Solomon, writing in Music and Musicians, described
his playing as ‘having mesmeric charm, intimacy, involvement and bravura aplenty …a serious, thinking musician’. In 1999, Christopher Seed gave the launch concert of the Left-Handed Piano at the Queen Elizabeth
Hall, London. The performance received a standing ovation, and led to interviews and live broadcasts as far
away as Japan, New Zealand, Canada and South America. Highlights include BBC World News, Fox News
(USA), Tomorrow’s World Plus, BBC Radio 3 In Tune, Radio 4 Today programme, Front Row and articles in
the The Times, The Independent, The Observer, Die Welt, The New York Times and Classical Music. He has
gone on to give concerts at prestigious venues including the Wigmore Hall, London, the Geelvinck Hinlopen
Museum, Amsterdam, Neumünster Abbey, Luxembourg and three concerts for the opening of the Musical
Instrument Museum, Brussels –the first being televised in the presence of the Queen of Belgium. He has recorded for the Olympia label and
for BBC Radio 3 At The Proms and has taught at Winchester College and the Royal College of Music. Christopher is an international music
examiner for ABRSM.

Lecture: The Art of Playing in Mirror-Image: The Left-Handed Piano
In 1997 Christopher Seed commissioned the Dutch firm Poletti & Tuinman Fortepiano Makers to build the world’s first left handed piano. A
complete mirror image of the 19thcentury fortepiano, the high notes begin on the left and move down in pitch towards the right. The lid opens
from the opposite side and the pedals are reversed. Being left-handed, and with the keyboard reversed, he has discovered it is a more instinctive way of playing. Music by Schumann and Tchaikovsky will be demonstrated on a left-handed piano, followed by a discussion of the following topics: living in a right-handed world, breaking with tradition, left-hand dominant, pitch relocation, reading music upside-down, inverted
memorising, teaching in mirror-image.
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Jelena Simonovic-K
ovacevic- (Serbia)
Academy of Arts (Novi Sad)
EPTA Voyvodina

Jelena Simonović-Kovačević earned her Bachelor‘s degree in piano performance at the Academy of Arts,
University of Novi Sad, under the guidance of the esteemed pianist and professor Kemal Gekić. In 2002,
she earned her Master’s degree in piano performance from Syracuse University (Syracuse, NY) under the
guidance of Mr. Wei-Yi Yang. Jelena Simonović-Kovačević held both a graduate and a teaching assistantship
during her studies at Syracuse University. She was also awarded the Irene Crooker Award for Excellence
in Piano Performance. In 2005/2006, she studied for a Master’s degree in piano pedagogy at University
of Missouri, Columbia, MO, where she, also carried a graduate teaching assistantship. She is a prize winner in several national and international competitions, including the Missouri Music Teachers Association
at Columbia Missouri, International Piano Competition in Moncalieri (Torino), Italy, and the Yugoslav Piano
Competition in Nish. She was also a semi-finalist at the International Piano Competition in Vibo Valentia, Italy. She has played in master classes
under internationally recognized musicians such as Naum Shtarkman, Boris Berman, Kemal Gekic, Diane Andersen, ArboValdma, Rita Kinka,
Svetlana Dejanović, and others. She served in several music organizations, among them the Isidor Bajic Memorial, the Yale SMN, the Odyssey
Chamber Music Series, and the Kotor Art Festival. She attended the 6th Annual World Piano Pedagogy Conference in Orlando, Florida (2001),
as well as the Piano Pedagogy Conference in Austin, Texas (2006). From 2002 until 2014, she worked at the Isidor Bajic School of Music as
a piano professor. From 2002 until 2005, she was an honorary assistant at the Academy of Arts, Novi Sad, serving for the three disciplines of
sight reading, history of pianism, and history of keyboard literature. Since 2014, she has been employed at the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad,
teaching complementary piano. She is a member of EPTA Voyvodina.

Lecture: I Always Wanted to Learn to Play the Piano – Teaching the Adult Piano Student
For a traditionally trained piano educator, why is teaching an adult piano novice more difficult than teaching a child? In the States, attention is
given to the pedagogy of adult piano newcomers, and, consequently, the literature abounds with a variety of teaching methods aimed at the
adult piano neophyte. In Serbia, such training material is non-existent. Thus, the Serbian piano teacher faces not only the lack of a method, but
also the lack of guidance. The aim of this talk is to present practical information and direction on how to teach adult piano beginners. We hope
to inspire new modalities in lesson planning, and a fundamental paradigm shift in the approach to transmitting piano education.
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Jamie Smith (UK)
Jamie Smith was born in Wales and whilst still at school studied part-time at the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama. He later read music at the University of Oxford, and went on to complete a Masters degree at
the National Tchaikovsky Academy of Music in Ukraine, graduating with a Distinction in Piano Performance.
During his studies he was awarded numerous awards and scholarships to participate in master classes both
in the UK and overseas, and won prizes at international piano competitions. Jamie has worked as a lecturer
and pianist internationally, performing as a soloist and chamber musician in many concert halls worldwide.
He has taught at the Ufa State Academy of Arts in Russia and also at Zhanjiang Normal University in China.
Jamie has also lectured at the Sultan Idris Education University in Malaysia and has examined and presented
for ABRSM in both Malaysia and UK. He held the post of ABRSM Malaysia National Coordinator from 20112013. Jamie is currently Head of Keyboard at St Albans High School for Girls and continues to work as a teacher, accompanist and examiner
in Cambridge. He is a member of the Incorporated Society of Musicians and the European Piano Teachers’ Association.

Lecture Recital: Musical Landscapes:
The Influence of the British Countryside on the Piano Music of John Ireland
John Ireland was one of the most significant figures in British musical life in the first half of the twentieth century. While absorbing some of the
finest qualities of the more prolific and innovative composers in Europe, Ireland maintained the heritage of his own nationality with a rooted
sympathy with the hidden depths of pre-history and the English countryside. Ireland continually drew inspiration from the English countryside,
most notably rural areas in the South of England and in the Channel Islands. His music resists easy categorization in part because it is linked
so closely to these specific places. This lecture recital explores how Ireland brings together different aspects of nature in his piano pieces, with
his use of a complex harmonic language combined with a clarity and conciseness of style.
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Naoko Takao (Usa/Japan)

University of Miami, Frost School of Music (Miami, Florida)
Naoko Takao, a native of Japan, has been a recipient of many awards including the Gold Medal at the
San Antonio International Piano Competition. Her recent engagements include a solo and chamber music appearances at venues such as the Kennedy Center Terrace Theater, the Smithsonian Chamber Music Series, Coolidge Auditorium at the Library of Congress, Lensic Performing Arts Center, Le Domaine
Forget, Mozart Festival Texas, and Festival Miami. Dr. Takao is also busy in academic circles as invited
artist, adjudicator, masterclass clinician, and conference presenter. Equally sought after as an enthusiastic advocate of newly composed music, Naoko has premiered many works to high critical and audience
acclaim. She is equally comfortable in a diverse range of traditional repertoire, and is known particularly
for her affinity to works by Beethoven, Chopin, and Rachmaninov. Since 2010, Ms. Takao has joined the
faculty at the Frost School of Music at the University of Miami, where she directs the graduate program in
Keyboard Performance and Pedagogy. In celebration of the birth-year centennial of Vincent Persichetti,
Dr. Takao has multiple projects: a release of a CD of his 12 piano sonatas (Elan Recordings) and a new
recording project of his chamber music for piano and strings.

Lecture Recital: Celebrating the Legacy of Vincent Persichetti (1915-1987): Piano Works for Students

Junhao Wang (Usa)
Institution (City of Institution)

Junhao Wang is a middle school student in Sandy, Utah, where he studies with Dr. Jie and Ning Lu. Over
the past few years he has received many solo and concerto piano competition awards. His most remarkable
achievement so far is his acceptance into the 2015 Cleveland International Piano Competition. His accomplishments include first place in the 2014 Summer Arts Piano Concerto and Solo Competitions at the University of Utah, and first prize in the 2013 American Fine Arts Festival Concerto Competition, which resulted in a
debut performance at Weill Recital Hall in Carnegie Hall. He also has performed with the Salt Lake Symphony
and the American West Symphony of Sandy. Junhao attended many master classes held by eminent teachers such as Paul Schenly, Douglas Humpherys, Francesco Nicolosi, Alexander Korsantia, Benedetto Lupo,
Inon Barnatan, Hans Boepple, Sean Schulze, and Antoinette Perry. Since 2012, Mr. Wang has been a Piano
Ambassador of the Mundi Project, involving in introducing young and new audiences to classical piano literature and educating the community on themes through inter-disciplinary concert formats.

Young Concert Platform
F. Schubert
A. Berg

Impromptu No. 3 in B-flat Major, D. 935
Piano Sonata, Op. 1

Vincent Persichetti’s name may be most often recalled in association with American band music, and many forget the fact that Persichetti was
a virtuoso pianist and one-third of his prodigious creative output featured piano. Even those pianists curious enough to look into some of the
twelve piano sonatas may have concluded, too quickly, that the music is too difficult for their worth. For a dedicated pedagogue with legendary
level of musical multilingualism, it is no surprise that he left a number of compositions that are enchanting and accessible to students. These
works are beautifully idiomatic, and the musical quality is on par with true-and-tried works we routinely teach by composers such as Kabalevsky, Tchaikovsky, and Prokofiev. As we celebrate the centennial of this composer’s birth, it is time to become acquainted with these engaging works Persichetti lovingly created with developing pianists in mind. Representative selections covering levels from beginning to advanced
intermediate will be demonstrated and discussed from the performance and teaching standpoint with a brief overview of the composer’s style
in general. The lecture presentation will be integrated into PowerPoint slides. A handout will be provided.
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David Westfall (Usa)

University of Hartford, Hartt School of Music (Hartford, Connecticut)
David Westfall maintains an active career as concert pianist, collaborative artist, and teacher. He has concertized and given masterclasses throughout the United States, Canada, Spain, Brazil, Germany and Serbia.
He has performed with internationally acclaimed string quartets such as the Jupiter, Colorado, Chiara, and
American. He has presented at the Music Teachers National Association and World Pedagogy Conference,
and will return again this summer for a two-week residency at the Three Bridges Chamber Music Festival
at the University of Minnesota. He has given masterclasses at the Royal Conservatory in Toronto, the Royal
College in London, and Mannheim University of Music and the Performing Arts, and University of Texas. He
also tours South Korea annually. He has served on the Fulbright Scholarship Screening Committee, and was
a juror for the 6th Isidor Bajic Piano Memorial Competition. Dr. Westfall is a graduate of Indiana University,
Texas Christian University and the Juilliard School of Music. He is Associate Professor of Piano at The Hartt
School, where he is currently Director of the Instrumental Studies Division.

Piano Master Class

Natasha Wu (Usa)
Born in California, Natasha Wu overcame idiopathic thrombocytopenia at an early age with help from her
parents, friends, schoolmates, and church members and after numerous blood transfusion and treatments
of chemotherapy, which has informed her commitment to serving the community through music. Now living
in Taiwan, Natasha has performed to raise funds for the Taiwan Fund for Children and Families, and after
winning the Presidential Award in 2012 in Taiwan, she donated half of the award money to the Yong-Fu Elementary School education fund for the needy. She began lessons at age 6 under the tutelage of her mother,
Joyce Hou, at which age she also won her first national piano competition. At age 10, she won her first international prize at the Tureck International Bach Competition in New York, resulting in a performance at Lincoln
Centre. A firm believer that the experience gained from participation in various festivals and competitions
can enrich a person musically and culturally, Natasha has been part of many musical festivals in many parts
of the world. She especially enjoyed her experience in the 2014 Eighth International Tchaikovsky Competition for Young Musicians in Moscow, where she came away with the Best Performer award, since the city is filled with such musical tradition
and richness in culture. She has also won prizes in the Hong Kong Asian Piano Competition, Kawai Asia Piano Competition, and International
Chopin Piano Competition in Asia. Natasha has taken master classes with Jerome Lowenthal, Sergei Babayan, and Alexandre Moutouzkine,
and currently studies under Grace Chung.

Young Concert Platform
W. A. Mozart
Piano Sonata No. 18 in D Major, KV 576
		Allegro
		Adagio
		Allegretto
F. Chopin
Waltz in C-Sharp Minor, Op. 64, No. 2
F. Chopin
Nocturne in B Major, Op. 9, No. 3
F. Chopin
Polonaise in D Minor, Op. 71, No. 1
F. Chopin
Etude in C-Sharp Minor, Op. 10, No. 4
F. Chopin
Scherzo No. 1 in B Minor, Op. 20
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Arthur Honegger
1892-1955

7th World Piano Conference
-

ISIDOR BAJIC
Honegger Remembered
60 years since the composer’s death

“I do not worship the fair, or the music-hall, but chamber music and symphony music for its essence of
solemness and austerity. I place such importance in the architecture of music that I would never want to see
it sacrificed for reasons of literary or pictorial order. I have a tendency (maybe a little exaggerated) to look
for the polyphonic complexity. I am not trying to return to a harmonious simplicity, like some antiimpressionist
musicians. On the contrary, I think that we should use the harmonic material created by the school of thought
that preceeded us, but in a different way, as a base for figure and rythym. Bach uses elements of tonal
harmony in the same way that I want to use the superposing modern harmonies.”
“I dream of a collaboration that will become so complete that, often, the poet will think as musician and the
musician as poet, so that the work resulting from this union will not be the random conclusion of a series of
approximations and concessions, but the harmonious synthesis of two aspects of the same thought.”
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Isidor Bajic- (1878 - 1915)
Isidor Bajić was born on August 16, 1878 in Kula, a small town in Bačka, not far from Novi Sad. His name is
associated with the image of a versatile music artist who left a significant mark through his engagements as
a composer, pedagogue, writer, and organizer in the cultural life of Vojvodina at the turn of the 20th century.
Bajić became interested in music in his early high school days. A testimony to this is his then still boyish
interest in music lessons. Nevertheless, his student-dedication led him to take part in “music jobs” together
with his teacher Jovan Grčić, which determined his future vocation to a significant extent. While in the sixth
grade, Bajić began to compose, and in the eighth he conducted the student choir. Following his father’s
desire, he enrolled in law studies in Budapest after completing grammar school, and shortly afterwards embarked on his musical studies at the Music Academy. It is known that the young composer was interested
in the social life of the Serbian community at that time, forming the Serbian Students’ Choir, for which he
organized numerous performance opportunities, also leading the choir as a conductor. Upon completing
his studies, Isidor Bajić moved back to Novi Sad where he was appointed a teacher of singing and church
singing at the High Serbian Orthodox Lyceum (today known as High School Jovan Jovanović Zmaj). Simultaneously, he gave piano, violin, and tamburitza lessons, formed the string and tamburitza orchestra,
and led the Lyceum choir. In addition to his pedagogical work, Bajić had a prominent role in the shaping of
the music awareness of the time. In publications and daily newspapers (Branko’s Ring, Chronicle of Matica
Srpska), he regularly published texts on music, at the same time establishing the only music magazine in
Yugoslavia of the times, Serbian Music Magazine, as well as an edition of printed music, Serbian Music
Library, which focused on publishing works by Isidor Bajić and his contemporaries. Bajić expanded the
limited methodological literature by authoring two textbooks: Piano and Piano Teaching (1901) and Theory
of Correct Singing from Notes (1904). Isidor Bajić also acted as a melographer, as a result of which many of
the folk and church melodies he collected were then used in his composing of piano, orchestral, and choral
works. In addition to many songs for voice and piano, such as “Songs of Love”, “Serbian Folk Songs in ‘Collection of Folk Songs’ by Mokranjac”, “Collection of Songs in the Spirit of Serbian Folk Songs”, and “Autumn
Comes, My Quince”, popular choral pieces like “Hey, Who Bought You” and “Serbian girl”, and pieces with
singing, including “Djido”,“Chuchuk-Stana”, “Brandy”, and “Peasant Girl”, he composed the opera “Prince
Ivo from Semberija” based on the historical drama by Branislav Nušić. In 1909,
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Isidor Bajić founded a music school, the only
institution of such a kind to be established in
Vojvodina since the foundation of the Singing
School by Aleksandar Mortifidis-Nisis. Isidor
Bajić Music School still proudly bears the name
of its founder and continues to nurture his ideas.
A composer, theoretician, music writer, performer
and pedagogue, Isidor Bajić died in Novi Sad on
September 15, 1915, only 37 years old. Nevertheless, his life mission has continued to live through
his students, students of his students, through us,
the teachers and the students, who all together
grew up on the foundations of his school and have
set out into diverse musical parts of the world…
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Jean Sibelius
1865 – 1957

7th World Piano Conference
-

ISIDOR BAJIC
MUSIC SCHOOL
Sibelius Remembered
150 years since the composer’s birth

Music is, for me, like a beautiful mosaic which God has put together. He takes all the pieces in his hand, throws
them into the world, and we have to recreate the picture from the pieces.” If I could express the same thing
with words as with music, I would, of course, use a verbal expression. Music is something
autonomous and much richer. Music begins where the possibilities of language end. That is why I write music.”
“If we understood the world, we would realize that there is a logic of harmony underlying its
manifold apparent dissonances.”
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ISIDOR BAJIC MUSIC SCHOOL
Isidor Bajić Music School began operating in Novi Sad on September 1, 1909, at the initiative of Isidor Bajić, music pedagogue,
publisher, melodiographer, and composer. Excluding the Music School in Subotica, this was the only professional music school
in this part of Southern Austro-Hungarian Empire (today’s Vojvodina). Isidor Bajić, the founder, owner, principal, and teacher of
theoretical music subjects, employed experts from various fields of the musical arts to serve as teachers at his school. Future
professional musicians, as well as audiences and music lovers, were all educated at Bajić’s music school.
In the decades that followed, as the school expanded its capacities, the number of students grew constantly, as did the teaching
staff. After many years of struggle for the adequate space needed for lessons to be held and after numerous relocations, in 1953
the school was finally installed at Njegoševa 9, where it has remained until today. From the moment composer Rudolf Bruči became the principal of the school, a twenty year period of constant advancement followed, as teaching methods developed, and
the enrichment of instrument, record, and sheet music collections began.
Today, there are about 1000 students and 160 teachers at Isidor Bajić Music School, encompassing kindergarten, elementary,
and high school educational levels in seven departments: string (violin, viola, cello, double bass), wind (flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, French horn, trumpet, trombone, saxophone), piano, poly-instrumental (guitar, tamburitza, harp, percussions), voice, accordion, and theory department. Over the last ten years, the pioneering jazz workshop has been continuously gathering jazz lovers
not only limited to the pupils of the school.
Special attention at the school is devoted to collective performance, and the institution is especially proud of the seven ensembles
that gather together all the students of the elementary and high-school: Bajić’s Young String Players - an elementary school string
orchestra, the High-School String Orhestra, Bajić’s Nightingales - an elementary school choir, the Female and Mixed High-School
Choir, Margita Baračkov - an elementary school accordion orchestra, and the high-school accordion orchestra. Several of these
ensembles were established more than a half-century ago, and each of them has won numerous prizes in their respective fields
at national and international competitions, as well as various public awards. Recordings of the ensembles’ performances are kept
at the Novi Sad Radio Archives, while an additional 7 CD recordings and an audio cassette have been produced by the school.
The dedication and spirit of the school inspired Radujko Svetozar to write a monography, Novi Sad – the City of Music, published
by Isidor Bajić Music School in 2000.
The School has been awarded a number of prizes and awards for its decades-long successful operation: the Vuk Prize (1999, Ministry of Education and Cultural-Educational Association of Serbia), the International New Millennium Award for the Best Trade Name
(2004, Spain, awarded to the school and its principal for the successful work and management in the field of music education.
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The School has been awarded a number of prizes and awards for its decades-long successful operation: the Vuk Prize (1999,
Ministry of Education and Cultural-Educational Association of Serbia), the International New Millennium Award for the Best Trade
Name (2004, Spain, awarded to the school and its principal for the successful work and management in the field of music education and culture), the Dr Đorđe Natošević Award (2007, Executive Council of AP Vojvodina for outstanding results in educational
work, the organization of work, and the affirmation of the idea of collaboration and diversity, as well as the application of contemporary educational methods). As one of the most eminent music educational and cultural institutions in Southeast Europe, Isidor
Baji Music School was honored to become the regional representative of The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music.
Isidor Bajić Music School nurtures contacts with the European Music School Union (EMU) and the European Piano Teachers Association (EPTA), and has developed successful collaborations with music institutions from Germany (“Harmonia Unitatis” Orchestra, Würtzburg), Russia (Balakirev Music School, Moscow), England (Music Services, Norwich), Hungary (Music School Siklós),
Slovenia (Fran Korun-Koželjski Music School, Velenje), and Montenegro (Music School Kotor), the Union of the Ballet and Music
Schools of Serbia, as well as with all music schools and cultural institutions in Novi Sad and Serbia.
As a result of devoted organization and accomplished teaching, students of Isidor Bajić Music School have achieved notable successes at national and international competitions, ranging across instrumental, solfeggio, chamber music, choir, and orchestra
categories – an average of about 120 prizes anually over the last twenty years, earned at competitions in Serbia, Slovenia, Croatia,
Hungary, Italy, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Russia, Germany, France, England, Taiwan, Japan.
Across the past half-cenury, several particularly significant projects have been realised: S. Divjaković, Altum Silentium for mixed choir
and symphony orchestra (1989); I. Bajić, Duke Ivo of Semberia, opera (1994), The Evening of Opera Arias and Famous Choir Works
in honor of Melanija Bugarinović and Isidor Bajić (1995); C. Orff, Carmina Burana, cantata (1997/98, joint project with the Novi Sad
Ballet School and the School of Design Bogdan Šuput); The Concert of Bajić’s Music for the occasion of the 120th anniversary of
Isidor Bajić’s birth; the organization of the Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial Competition (since 2002), W. A. Mozart, Requiem (2006, a joint
project of Serbian music schools), the organization of the Anton Eberst International Woodwind Competition (since 2008); the annual organization of The World Piano Conference (since 2009), and the celebration One Century of Isidor Bajić Music School (2009).
103 years after its establishment, this educational institution remains true to the ideas of its founder. The lasting success of its
students and teachers over a period of many years speaks even more substantially of Isidor Bajić Music School’s impact than the
sheer continuity of the School. The school owes such success most truly to the top class pedagogues gathered at the school
both in the past and today, teachers who have unselfishly transferred, and continue to pass on, their rich performance experiences and professional knowledge to their pupils.
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Carl Nielsen
1865 – 1931

7th World Piano Conference
NOVI SAD

Nielsen Remembered
150 years since the composer’s birth

“Every musician is entitled to use tones as he thinks fit. Old rules may be accepted or rejected at will.
Schoolmasters no longer take their scholars by the ear; whipping and thrashing have been abolished, abuse and
scolding silenced. But let no man assume that he can relax his efforts on that account. It is up to you to listen,
seek, think, reflect, weigh, and discard, until, of your own free will, you find what our strict fathers in art thought
they could knock into our heads. We have the glorious badge of freedom and independence. And should our path
take us past our fathers’ houses, we may one day allow that they were after what we are after, we want
what they wanted; only we failed to understand that the simplest is the hardest, the universal the most lasting,
the straight the strongest, like the pillars that support the dome.” !
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NOVI SAD
Unwritten poem for Novi Sad (fragment)
. . . In autumn I always disappear from Novi Sad. I do so because every November, as if according to a
certain inscrutable rule, I fall in love again with the old bridge below the fortress, in the labyrinth of the winding
streets around Matica Srpska and the Temerin open-air market, in the two frostbitten coughing swans in the
Danube park lake, in one violin at Mar’s or two violins at Stolac’s - and because I am drawn more and more
helplessly towards these streets, to the hastiness of the passersby, to flapping of the morning and evening
newspapers on the Boulevard, and to the colorful mess of store windows chasing, with their square eyes, the
fog and monotonous greyness of spilled out rain.
You probably know what it means to forget yourself at a certain corner, along a line of trees, under a window.
. . This means: so to say, to stay there forever. And, even though this may sound unbelievable and romantic, it
means: remembering a small Lovac tavern from behind Dnevnik while afar in Saint Germaine, or nostalgically
recalling a baroque façade of the Novi Sad City Hall from under the towers of the Kremlin, or longing for a
peaceful afternoon at the slope of the Kamenica riverbank amidst the pavement dizziness of Manhattan.
I was once asked why I am in love with Novi Sad in such a high-school manner. I could not reply. Because
with the dearest town, just as with the dearest woman: we will never be able to explain to ourselves nor to
others what has tied us so. . .
Miroslav Antić, 1960.
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It is considered that Novi Sad, city on the left bank of the Danube, was founded in 1694 or possibly even a few years earlier. It is
possible that a settlement of cottages belonging to craftsman who followed masons and army existed on the left river bank at the
begining of the construction of Petrovaradin Fortress in 1692.
The settlement was at first known as Racka Varoš (Reizenstadt, meaning Serbian town) and Petrovaradin Ditch, and later in 1748
it was named Novi Sad. The original inhabitants were mainly Serbs, but also Germans, Jews, Hungarians, Armenians, Bulgarians
and Greeks, whose presence is nowdays witnessed by a number of architectural and cultural monuments.
In 1784 Novi Sad became free royal city and gained its present name thanks to its rich inhabitants who went to Vienna and bought
the status from the empress Maria Theresa for 80.000 forints.
During 18th and 19th centuries, Novi Sad was the largest Serbian city (in 1820 the city had about 20.000 inhabitants, a third of whom
were Serbs). Novi Sad was the center of political, cultural and social life of the Serbian people at the time, so it was called “Serbian
Athens”.
Despite destruction in 1848, Novi Sad regained its power and continued to be the cultural and economic center. In 1864 Matica
srpska, the oldest cultural and scientific institution of Serbs, was moved to Novi Sad from Budapest, where it had been founded in
1826. Its task was to educate Serbian people and to spread Serbian literature. Periodical Letopis Matice srpske, published by this
institution, is considered to be the oldest periodical for literature in the world as it has been issued continuously since its founding.
Some time before moving Matica srpska to Novi Sad, in 1861, Serbian National Theatre was founded. It was the first professional
Serbian theatre, created from amateur theatre troupes and since its founding has been the main cultural institution, whose work
was a pillar of Serbian population, especially at the time of Habsburg monarchy. Today’s Theatre building was completed in 1981
and consists of three theatres – big, small and chamber stage, as well as three ensembles – opera, ballet and drama.
Construction of Petrovaradin Fortress, symbol of the city, and also known as the Danube Gibraltar, lasted from 1692 till 1780 on
the right bank of the Danube. It consists of the Upper Town and Lower Town (Fortress) and its symbol is the clock-tower. Following
conservation works, the Fortress became an important cultural venue – it is the location of the City if Novi Sad Museum, Academy
of Arts, Art Gallery, 88 artists’ studios and the City of Novi Sad Archives. In 2001, Petrovaradin Fortress became the world famous
venue of the biggest music festival in Eastern Europe – EXIT, attracting top names of the world music scene, along with thousands
of domestic and foreign visitors. In 2007 EXIT was voted the best European music festival of the year.
University of Novi Sad was founded in 1960. It comprises 14 faculties, attended by about 30.000 students. University of Novi Sad is
one of the most up-to-date universities in Serbia, and at present is joining European universities in the area of higher education as
an equal partner. One of the important factors that contributed to this is cooperation with educational institutions around the world.
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Alexander Scriabin
1872 – 1915

7th World Piano Conference
WPC RETROSPECTIVE

Scriabin Remembered
100 years since the composer’s death

“I want to live. I want to create. I want to act and to conquer. I want to know struggle. I want to make
struggle. I am struggle (suffering). I am nothing. I am only what I make. Struggle became multitude. Plurality
was struggle. I am multitude. I am I and not I.. . I arouse you to life with the tender, secretive charm of my
promises. I summon you to live, hidden yearnings, disappearing in a chaos of sensations. Arise from the secret
depths of the creative spirit!” ! “After all, you can distort the rhythm as strongly as you like, but you must
always make the listener feel that is the rhythm from which it came.”
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OVERVIEW OF PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES
Country

RETROSPECTIVE

1st WPC, Novi Sad, 2009

2nd WPC, Novi Sad, 2010

3nd WPC, Novi Sad, 2011

4th WPC, Novi Sad, 2012

5th WPC, Novi Sad, 2013

6th WPC, Novi Sad, 2014
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Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belarus
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Hungary
Hong Kong
Israel

WPC1 WPC2 WPC3 WPC4 WPC5 WPC6

Country

WPC1 WPC2 WPC3 WPC4 WPC5 WPC6

Italy
Japan
Maleysia
Mexico
Neetherland
New Zeland
North Cyprus
Norway
Phillipines
Poland
Portugal
Republic of Korea
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovenia
South Africa
South Korea
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
USA
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GRAĐANSKI, May 4, 2009

PUBLISHED IN NEWSPAPERS

The First World Piano Conference will be held in Novi Sad between May 4
and 8th 2009 at the Concert Hall of Isidor Bajić Music School and the Novi
Sad Synagogue, organized by EPTA Vojvodina (European Piano Teachers Association) and Isidor Bajić Music School. “Our town will become a gathering
point for the meeting of one hundred pianists and piano teachers from over 30
countries around the world – Germany, Great Britain, Austria, Switzerland,
Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Romania, Poland, Norway, Finland, Greece,
Portugal, Hungary, Croatia, Canada, USA, Argentina, Brazil, New Zealand,
Ghana, the South African Republic, Estonia, Russia, Australia, China, Japan, South Korea, and our country”, our newspaper was informed by Isidor
Bajić Music School officials. There will be 34 concerts held (solo piano recit-

BETA, May 3, 2009
The First World Piano Conference will begin in Novi Sad on Monday and will
last until May 8th, with programs featured at Isidor Bajić Music School and

DNEVNIK; August 23, 2010
Dnevnik, August 23, 2010. – The World Piano Conference – Beginning this
week and lasting into the next, from August 26th to 31st Novi Sad will serve
as host to a significant musical event: The Second World Piano Conference, a
gathering of over one hundred pianists and piano teachers organized by Isidor
Bajić Music School and the Vojvodina branch of the European Piano Teachers Association, in collaboration with similar organizations from Asia, USA,
Australia and other parts of the world. The aim of the manifestation, which
consists of presentations and concerts that will take place at Isidor Bajić Music School, the Novi Sad Synagogue and the City Hall, is to make a contribution to the further advancement of the standards of piano performing and
teaching, and the organization of this event represents a new and significant
confirmation of the high level of piano performing and teaching in our area.
Over one hundred esteemed soloists and piano teachers from all over the
world will take part in the Conference, giving lectures and presentations on
various topics related to the history of pianism, piano pedagogy and concert
performances, encompassing themes related to teaching beginners, diverse
contemporary pedagogy and performance related issues, the influence of jazz
and other popular music on classical repertoire, as well as topics imposed by
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als, piano duo performances, voice and piano recitals, lecture-recitals, and
performances of concertos for piano and orchestra) and 65 presentations
(lectures, master classes, presentations). The Gala opening and the concert
of the esteemed Italian pianist Giuseppe Andaloro will will take place at the
Synagogue tonight at 8 PM. “The closing concert is scheduled for Friday, May
8, 2009. It will take place at the Synagogue, featuring the Isidor Bajić Music
School Symphony Orchestra enhanced by seven string players from Mili Balakirev Music School, Moscow (Russia), and four young and talented soloists:
Ekatarina Makarevskaja from Mili Balakirev Music School in Moscow, and
three soloists from Isidor Bajić Music School – Tea Stojšić (piano), Irena Josifoska (violoncello) and Danilo Kuzman (violin), all under the baton of Aleksandar Kojić”, as announced by the organizers of the World Piano Conference.
the Novi Sad Synagogue. The organizers have announced that over one hundred pianists and piano teachers from over thirty countries will take part in
the Conference.
the overall advancement in informational technology: the innovation of piano expression in the computer age. Lectures on the piano output of great
past composers, such as Liszt, Hummel, Albeniz, Busoni, Kirchner, Satie also
attract attention, as do presentations of the most contemporary piano opuses of 21st century composers. The program of the conference also features
master classes by the visiting professors. Among the esteemed pianists and
piano teachers who will take part in the Conference are: Michael Baron, Jennifer Cruz, Gerick Peterson, Anthony Olsson, Barry Sneider from the USA,
Tori Stodle from Norway, Shina Nicol from Great Britain, Gregor Niemczyk
from Poland, HEribert Koch from Germany, Veronika Gaspar from Romania,
Rea de Lyll from New Zealand, as well as Branka Parlić, Alan Freiser, Milan
Miladinović, Dina Šuklar, Milena Apić and others from Serbia. The conference program will begin daily at 9 AM at the Concert Hall of Isidor Bajić Music
School, and will last until 5 PM, when the program will continue at the Novi
Sad Synagogue. In addition to the many solo performances and recitals by
young pianists and well established soloists, the programs of these concerts
will also include performances by piano duos, such as Ingmar duo from Novi
Sad, formed by Slobodanka Stević i Aleksandar Gligić.

DANAS, August 25, 2010
The Second World Piano Conference begins today at Isidor Bajić Music School
and will last until August 31st. It will gather over one hundred pianists and piano teachers, who will be making their contributions to further advancement
in the standards of piano performing and teaching, addressing all aspects of
piano performance and piano pedagogy, from beginner level to professional,
while forming a strong bond between pianists and piano teachers from all
over the world. The program of the Second World Piano Conference will be
comprised of lectures, recitals, master classes, and seminars, encompassing

a diverse set of piano pedagogy related topics as well as those focused on the
performance of piano literature masterpieces. Among those who will take an
active part in the Conference are a number of current national EPTA (European Piano Teachers Association) presidents from various European countries, members of the Music Teachers National Association (American-based
organization), the Asian Piano Teachers Association, the Australian Piano
Teachers Association, and a number of artists and pianists from the USA, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and Asia.

RTV, June 27, 2011
Pianists from All over the World in Novi Sad – In the week ahead, from June
27th to July 3rd, Isidor Bajić Music School will host the Third World Piano
Conference in Novi Sad. During the manifestation, which attracts pianists
and piano teachers from six continents, a number of master classes, seminars, lectures, presentations and concerts will be held, exhibiting a diverse
piano repertoire and encompassing various topics related to piano teaching
and performing. The members and representatives of various piano associations, including the European Piano Teachers Association, the Music Teachers
National Association (American based organization), the Asian Piano Teach-

ers Association, the Australian Piano Teachers Association, and a number of
artists and pianists from the USA, Europe, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, and Asia will participate in the Conference. The opening ceremony
and concert will feature three pianists from Novi Sad: Pavle Krstić, Aleksandar Đermanović and Iris Kobal, who, in collaboration with the Camerata
Academica Orchestra under the baton of Aleksandar Kojić, will be performing piano concertos by Bach, Mozart and Chopin at the Novi Sad Synagogue,
beginning at 8 PM.

Dnevnik, June 27, 2012
Isidor Bajić Music School will host the World Piano Conference, opening today and ending on July 3rd. The organizers of the Conference are Isidor Bajić
Music School and EPTA (European Piano Teachers Association) Vojvodina.
Over 100 participants from 24 countries around the world are expected to
participate. The Opening Ceremony of the Conference will take place tonight at 8 PM at the Novi Sad Synagogue, featuring the Camerata Academica
String Orchestra under the baton of Andrej Bursać, with the soloists Biljana
Gorunović (the winner of the Second International Chopin Competition, Göttingen, Germany), Ingmar Piano Duo (Slobodanka Stević and Aleksandar

Gligić), and a piano duo comprised of the young pianists Viktor Radić (studio
of Professor Srdjan Dalagija) and Dragutin Vučić (studio of Professor Vera
Lili), both students of Isidor Bajić Music School. The program will consist of
concertos for piano and orchestra by J. S. Bach. The Fourth World Piano Conference comprises master-classes, solo piano recitals and chamber music concerts, lectures, seminars, and discussion forums on pianism and piano pedagogy, with artists, pianists, piano teachers, and students from our country
and abroad taking part. All the concerts, to be held at the Isidor Bajić Music
School Concert Hall and Synagogue, are open to the general public.
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7th World Piano Conference
-

ISIDOR BAJIC
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ISIDOR BAJIĆ PIANO MEMORIAL COMPETITION
NOVI SAD, SERBIA
MARCH 11 - 21, 2016
MEMBER OF THE ALINK-ARGERICH FOUNDATION
jury sessions are open to the general public
3 categories: 13 - 16 years · 17 - 20 years · up to 35 years
total prize money 10600 €
aplication deadline december 15, 2015! Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial Competition
Njegoševa 9
21000 Novi Sad · Serbia
Telephone: +381 63 8382988
Fax: +381 21 524580
e-mail: office@pianomemorial.rs
web: www.pianomemorial.rs
ACCREDITED BY THE WORLD PIANO TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

…The atmosphere at the Memorial was so pleasant. I met many people, the participants of the Memorial, I played on excellent instruments.
Antonii Barishevskyi (Ukraine)

the young Ukranian pianist, the Laureat in C category of the Fourth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
…I like it here very much, the organization is on a high level. One can tell just by looking at the brochure that people have worked hard, putting
a lot of effort in this.

Dr. Baruch Meir (Israel/USA)

Jury member of the Fifth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
...I feel privileged to be here and work with such marvelous jury members. I enjoyed hearing so many talented students here.
Teresa Lavers (Australia)

Jury member of the Fifth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
…therefore the Memorial is on a really high level. As a jury member, I can say that I’m quite impressed with the whole organization here. They
care about everything. I know how it goes with the organization, since I was a director in Tromso. You are wonderfully organized, all of you.
Tori Stødle (Norway)

Jury member of the Fifth Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
…Within the Memorial’s management program, I had the opportunity to play some really important concerts. In the period between that Memorial
and this one, I have significantly expanded my pianistic repertoire and gained plenty of experience.
Tijana Andrejić (Serbia)

First Prize Winner in B category at the Third Isidor Bajić Memorial competition
...Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial is doing a very important thing, when you look at the number of participants. It is an important place where we
are heard and where we are placing our name on the musical maps of the Earth.

Bojan Suđić (Serbia)

Conductor of the RTS-s Symphony Orchestra
…I am very excited to be on the jury of this event, the level of playing is extremely high, and the thing I love to do most is to hear a great piano
playing, and meet new and interesting people.
Arthur Greene (USA)

Jury member of the Third Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
… This is a famous international competition with a lot of famous people in it, and I am very happy to be here with them. The city and the Memorial are full of music lovers, talent, and potential.
Hae Won Chang (Republic of Korea)

Jury member of the Third Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial

…I participate as a juror in many international competitions and I can say that the level of this competition is high. I had the opportunity to hear
many talented people, who are well prepared, gifted, very serious and professional. Believe me; this competition is on a high level, just like other
famous competitions.
Marcella Crudelli (Italy)

the founder and president of the “F. Chopin” association,
the international pianist competition “Roma” and European Piano Teachers Association (EPTA) in Italy
Jury member of the Third Isidor Bajić Piano Memorial
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Alban Berg
1885 – 1935

7th World Piano Conference
FRIENDS

Berg Remembered
130 years since the composer’s birth

“Music is at once the product of feeling and knowledge, for it requires from its disciples, composers and
performers alike, not only talent and enthusiasm, but also that knowledge and perception which are the result
of protracted study and reflection.”
“I am proud that [I was], , , enabled to guide this great talent . . . towards the superb fulfillment of its
individual potentialities, towards the greatest independence.”
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The Piano
Society
of Korea

4 Top Of The World
th

PETITION
INTERNATIONAL PIANO COM13
-19, 2015
JUNE
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During the past twenty years, the
Piano Society of Korea with Ewon
Cultural Center has become one
of the foremost music societies
in Korea, boasting of about 1000
professional pianists. It published
by pianist Prof. Hae-Won Chang
who is now Chairperson of the
Society and the Center. Every
year, it invites pianists, musicians,
and scholars from all over the
world to take part in a variety
of events, including concerts,
master classes, symposiums and
seminars. Recently it has taken
special interest in nurturing young
musicians by hosting music camps
and workshops. In order to enlarge
the scope of its activities and to
become an international center for
music and culture, the Society with
the Center has formed ties with
many international associations
such as EPTA and WPC.

WPC/WPTA
AFFILIATED
MEMBER
The Piano Society of Korea
136-1, Hanshin Bldg, R. 310,
Mapodong, Mapoku,
Seoul, Korea, 121-050
T.: +82-2-3272-2121
F.: +82-2-6352-2121
www.ewoncc.net
thepianosociety@hanmail.net
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IMPRESSUM

Radmila Rakin-Martinović
Executive Director

The Municipal Culture Center in Sochaczew
Fryderyk Chopin State Music School in Sochaczew
Italian Institute of Culture in Warsaw

23rd International Chopin Festival in Mazovia 25-29 November 2015.
SOCHACZEW
www.festiwal.vin.pl

tel/fax 48 468622962
mobile phone 48501666884, 48604469391

Tatjana Vukmanović
Secretary General

Dorian Leljak
President

Milena Apić
Danijela Kličković
Mila Stojadinović
Milena Molnar
Jelena Alargić
Aleksandra Bunjevčević
Nada Mijatović
Matija Blažević
Professors and pupils of the Isidor Bajić Music School
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EIGHTH WORLD PIANO CONFERENCE
NOVI SAD, SERBIA
27 June – 3 July, 2016
www.wpta.info
NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS:
e-mail: office@wpta.info

WORLD PIANO TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION HONORARY PRESIDENTS
GRIGORY SOKOLOV (Russia)
TAMÁS VÁSÁRY (Hungary)
PETER FRANKL (USA)
JOHN O’CONOR (Ireland)
ANGELA HEWITT (Canada)
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MURRAY McLACHLAN (UK)
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7 World Piano Conference
th

NOVI SAD CITY COUNCIL

June 27 to July 03, 2015, Novi Sad, Serbia

